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                           Information - 2020 IFR World Show
                                     Skopje, Macedonia             May 8, 9 & 10, 2020        

             Hosted by Macedonia Rottweiler Club

mkdrottclub@hotmail.com

Online entries soon available at www.ifr2020.org
Judges were selected and approved by the IFR Executive Board and by the Macedonia Rottweiler Club
Show Judges:
• Mr. Nocala Parrini (Italy)
• Mrs. Ramona Radtke (Germany)
• Mr. Ivan Ristovic (Serbia)
• Metodija Zafirovski (Macedonia)
• Mrs. Daniela Petkova (Bulgaria) - Reserve Judge

Character Test Judges:
• Mr. Dirk Vandecasteele (Belgium)
• Mr. Neil Perkins (South Africa)

The Macedonian Rottweiler Club was established in 2009. It has held nine club sieger shows with IFR approved judges. At our first
show, we invited IFR President, Dirk Vandecasteele to judge. He helped us get established in the right direction and gave us
information on how the club could grow as a Rottweiler society. Over the years, the club has continued to grow and evolve. Our
work became more dedicated and our goals for the Rottweiler in Macedonia became higher. 

At the IFR Meeting of Delegates in 2017 in Kragujevac, Serbia, the club applied to host the IFR World Show in 2020. Our friends
from all over the world supported us almost unanimously and our dreams become true as the IFR delegates voted for us and so
we were approved to host the IFR 2020 World Show. We are currently in the middle of our preparations for this world event. 

Skopje is the capital of the Republic of Macedonia. Its continental country is surrounded by land on all four sides - Greece,
Bulgaria, Serbia and Albania. It is very easy to fly into Skopje from any direction and any country.  

Recommended airports:
• Skopje International Airport - 17 km from Skopje
• Belgrade Airport (Serbia) - 430 km from Skopje (approximately 4 hours driving)
• Sofia Airport (Bulgaria) - 240 km from Skopje (approximately 3 hours driving)
• Thessaloniki Airport (Greece) - 230 km from Skopje (approximately 2:30 hours driving)
• Dures port (Albania) - recommended for entrants traveling from the south of Italy. Bari - by ferry - 9 hours / Dures - Skopje

300 km (approximately 3 hours driving)

Skopje has a population of 600,000. There are many good and nice hotels/motels that are very affordable, and many are close to
the town centre. If you are looking for a private residence, or shared accommodation, we recommend visiting the following
websites:
www.airbnb.ca               www.expedia.com              www.vrbo.com   
These three websites offer accommodation that can be nicer and more affordable compared to hotels. 

Entries will close April 15th!  Late entries will not be accepted. 

Schedule of events:
• May 8th - the 9th Annual Macednonian Club Sieger Show (judges to be announced)
• May 8th - Character Tests for the title of World Winner
• May 9th & 10th - IFR World Show

For full show rules and regulations, visit the IFR website and in particular article 8 
concerning the title of World Winner.
www.ifrottweilerfriends.org

Following are useful links giving information on Macedonia. 
www.exploringmacedonia.com                 www.macedonia-timeless.com             https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skopje

We are waiting for you! Everyone is welcome! 
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                           Breed Suitability Test 
                                      John MacDonald - Rottweiler Specialist Judge (Australia)        

chakamac@bigpond.net.au

Member clubs of the International Federation of Rottweilerfriends (IFR) must now commit to have an
organized test of social acceptable behaviour and breeding regulations to ensure a minimal
conformation of all breeding dogs to the FCI Breed Standard.

"These breeding regulations must concern the health of the dogs and their physical and mental conformation to
the FCI Breed Standard.  Part of these regulations must be the successful participation of all breeding dogs to
breed suitability tests.  The member clubs will decide themselves on the form and content of the test but they
must be directed toward the definition of the Rottweiler as mentioned in the FCI Breed Standard." 1

The reasons behind this are "the need to have a more homogeneous understanding of the breed's definition
and criteria for breed suitability and the need to be able to freely exchange breeding animals, which is only
possible if all breeding animals are correctly identified and were tested on their physical / mental / genetic
health and conformity in a more or less homogeneous and reciprocal acceptable credible manner." 2

Compliance to this would ensure the genetic diversity and breed survival.

What the IFR is requiring is:
• Organization of tests of social behaviour;
• Mandatory breeding regulations (mandatory for all member clubs and all of their members);
• Mandatory breed suitability tests.3

Test of Social Behaviour
A test of social behaviour is part of the breed's
definition.  It ensures that the dogs can fit into the
human/dog relationship, present an acceptable
public image and can still fulfill the role of a service
dog.

"Testing all breeding dogs for their social behaviour
prior to breeding with them is therefore a necessity in all
breeding strategies." 4

The IFR has determined that the minimum age for
participation in the test is 12 months but preferably
18 months as the dog must be old enough to show
his developed character.  The IFR advises that this
test must be organized and available for all
members of IFR member clubs preferably every
three months so that all dogs can participate.  The
test can only be judged by FCI recognized judges, who can be working judges but only those judges who are approved to judge
Rottweilers in work.

The test has to have a minimum content.  The dog has to be checked before the test starts to ensure it is displaying normal natural
behaviour and is not under the influence of sedation or drugs.  The dog must be formally identified by the Judge, ie. microchip.  The
dog can be touched by the Judge. The handler is allowed to hold the dog, for example, to measure the dog's head.

In the sociable behaviour test the dog must come in contact with a group of people who are not known to the dog.  The dog must be
able to pass closely to this group of people and the people are to cross in front of and move around the dog.  The group of people are
to close in on the dog.  The dog must be observed to participate in normal daily traffic, both human and motorized.  The dog must
show it is stable and manageable in all situations when confronted with humans and other dogs.  The dog must show that when it
encounters all the stimuli presented in the traffic test it should do so without showing fear, aggression or in general undesirable or
socially unacceptable behaviour.

1 IFR, “Report of the IFR-Meeting 07-08 July 2018" Wohlen, Switzerland

2 IFR, “Report of the IFR-Meeting 07-08 July 2018"

3 IFR, “Report of the IFR-Meeting 07-08 July 2018"

4 IFR, “Report of the IFR-Meeting 07-08 July 2018"
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The following is an example of a formalized test by a Judge to
evaluate the dog:

Conformation Evaluation as to the Breed Standard

Prior to the sociable behaviour the dog (on leash) is identified,
ie. microchip, all relevant health records confirmed, ie. HD/ED,
eye/dentition, JLPP, a DNA sample can be taken. 
 
The dog's bite and dentition are checked.  The dog is then
weighed and measurements are taken of the dog's height,
length, chest depth and circumference, muzzle and skull.  The
eye colour is checked and graded.  A male dog is checked to
see that it is entire, the tail is checked and a detailed
descriptive critique is given of the dog.  The dog's movement is
then checked.

Crowd Test
Note:  At all times the dog is on leash

Part 1:
At the Judge's direction the handler and dog are to walk
through two (2) parallel rows of people (minimum of 6 people in
each row) and proceed to the end of the rows.  The dog and
handler will then perform an about-turn and return in the
opposite direction through the two (2) parallel rows of people. 
The crowd must be positioned sufficiently apart from each
other to allow the dog and handler to walk unimpeded through
the two (2) parallel rows.  On the return, whilst the dog and
handler are walking through the two (2) parallel rows, a metal
container containing rock, marbles or solid objects is to be
shaken.

Part 2:
The crowd will form a large, loose circle.  At the Judge's
direction the handler and dog are to proceed through the circle,
walking through and around the people.  The Judge can direct
the handler.  The Judge will then direct the handler to stop. 
The handler can command the dog to sit.  The crowd should be
at least 5 paces away from the dog and handler.  At the
direction of the Judge the crowd will close in at walking pace
towards the dog and handler and gather closely around the dog
and handler.  The crowd is to remain in that position until
directed by the Judge to walk away.  The dog and handler will
remain stationary with the dog maintaining a sitting position. 
The crowd will then retreat to a distance of 5 paces from the
dog and handler and then at the direction of the Judge the
crowd will move towards the dog and handler at a fast walk
clapping their hands.  Again, the crowd will stop, closing in
around the dog and handler, cease clapping and remain
stationary until directed by the Judge.

Gun Test
At the direction of the Judge the handler and dog on a loose
leash will walk away from the Judge then at a distance of no
less than 8 paces a 6mm blank starters gun will be fired.  The
dog and handler will continue to walk another 3 to 4 paces and
a second gunshot will be fired.  

If the Judge cannot make a clear determination of the dog's
behaviour to the gun test, he/she can repeat the test and fire
additional gunshots until he/she is able to make a clear
determination in respect of the dog's reactions.

The dog may mark the gun shots by turning to where the noise
emanated from, the dog can show indifference to the gunshots, the
dog may be aroused by the gunshots, ie. barking, movement towards
the noise, the dog may be sensitive to the gunshots, ie. show a slight
flight reaction and the dog may be gun shy.

We are looking for dogs with stable and robust temperaments but the
Rottweiler must also be aware of its surroundings.  
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The Breed Standard lists the following as Disqualifying Faults:  
Aggressive or overly shy dogs, anxious, cowardly, gun-shy, vicious, excessively suspicious, nervous animals and any dog clearly showing physical
or behavioural abnormalities shall be disqualified.

A dog that is sensitive to the gunshots shall be eligible to be represented for the test on a subsequent occasion.

A dog that is gun-shy and whose nervous system collapses under this noise stress shall FAIL and be ineligible to present at a future test.

Traffic Test
Note:  At all times the dog is on leash

Part 1:
The dog and handler will be required to walk along a set course accompanied by the Judge where they will encounter pedestrian
traffic, a person running both towards and past them and a person pushing any or preferably more of the following to test the dog: 
Pram, pusher, shopping trolley, bicycle, person on skate board or roller blades.

Part 2:
On completion of Part 1, at the direction of the Judge the dog and handler will walk past a tethered, non-reactive, friendly dog.  The
tethered dog should be trained and not be boisterous.

What we are looking for: 
We are assessing the dog for its manageability and reactivity to situations that it would encounter daily. We want to see if the dog is aroused by
these things, fearful of the situation or calm and confident. We want to see that the dog is self-assured and can follow direction.  The handler should
not be constantly pulling the dog on the leash or heavily restraining the dog.

What we require is that the dog is under hand with the handler and that the dog is non-aggressive towards the tethered dog.  It must not show fear
towards the tethered dog.

Part 3:
The handler is required to tether their dog and then the handler will walk away from the dog's sight.  Once the handler is out of sight of
the dog, at the direction of the Judge a non-aggressive, trained, friendly dog shall be walked past the tethered dog at a distance of no
less than 2 metres.

At the direction of the Judge the handler will return to their dog and bring the dog to the Judge where the Judge shall deliver the result
of the assessment.

Owners are encouraged to prepare and train their dogs for this type of test as the training and the learning are in themselves a test of
the dog's epigenesis.  But as a basic beginning a test such as the above test can lead to further assessment of the dog through
further testing of the tool instincts and behaviours for a working dog through tests like IPO/IGP etc. 

• Is your training group located in Canada? 
• Do you support FCI breed standard?
• Do you support the statement that the Rottweiler is a working dog with ability to show?
• Do you agree not to dock and not to buy a docked dog? 
• Do you agree to place BST on all breeding stock?

If your answer to these questions was “yes”, contact us today and join the fastest growing
   Rottweiler organization in Canada!       Email us for information:  rknaCanada@shaw.ca
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Cyrus v ThuredrechtCid v Rottberg

Airon v Checkpoint Charly

Arkan Hause of Felina

Arriva vd Teufelspratze

Aslan

Django v Rottberg

Arkan House of Felina Beatelke Messi

Beatelke Rafi

Boxlee Loaded Boxlee Risha

Chiron v Rottberg

2019 IFR IGP World Championships     September 18-21, 2019      Odense, Denmark              
Judges: Tracking - Morten Jensen; Obedience - Clemente Grosso
              Protection: Edgar Scherkel; Chief Judge: Dirk Vandecasteele
Photos: Munanis (Mario Montes Klaver)          Munanis@planet.nl

Certh Iss z Benáteckého dvora
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Humbro dell'Asso di Cuori Just Ask YaleHeizelwood Noki 

Lexus vd PulvermühleMarlon di Casa Carlo FeliceLeco v Herchalo

Django v Rottberg Eico Nivanus

Einstein Haus Forstinger

Erebos Dagbej

Faxe v Tanneneck

Gauner v Tanneneck 

Greif NivanusHaley Ziva v Erpenstein

2019 IFR IGP World Championships     September 18-21, 2019      Odense, Denmark             
Judges: Tracking - Morten Jensen; Obedience - Clemente Grosso
              Protection: Edgar Scherkel; Chief Judge: Dirk Vandecasteele
Photos: Munanis (Mario Montes Klaver)          Munanis@planet.nl

Funny Falko Bonnapo

Gollum v Tanneneck
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Slayer v SchwarzerwaldViktoria v Hohenbeilstein

Wanda vh NeubrandRoyal Creek MackQvintasgarden Crut

von Barnewitz Kokovom Hause Corvinius Buller Team Extreme Dash

Yanosch v AmtsbachZirabanden Il CapoYanosch v Amtsbach

Mezzo du Domaine Saint Martin

Musanterin Qummitus

Nasco van het Punthofske

Nero v Dormblick Stormhaus Hercules

Nasco van het Punthofske

2019 IFR IGP World Championships     September 18-21, 2019      Odense, Denmark             
Judges: Tracking - Morten Jensen; Obedience - Clemente Grosso
              Protection: Edgar Scherkel; Chief Judge: Dirk Vandecasteele
Photos: Munanis (Mario Montes Klaver)          Munanis@planet.nl
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2019 IFR IGP World Championships     September 18-21, 2019      Odense, Denmark              
Judges: Tracking - Morten Jensen; Obedience - Clemente Grosso
              Protection: Edgar Scherkel; Chief Judge: Dirk Vandecasteele
Photos: Munanis (Mario Montes Klaver)          Munanis@planet.nl
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Funny Falko Bonnapo

Gollum v Tanneneck

Nasco van het Punthofske 

Aslan

Nero v Dormblick

Stormhaus Hercules

Wanda vh Neubrand                                

Mezzo du Domaine Saint Martin Arkan House of Felina

Haley Ziva v Erpenstein

2019 IFR IGP World Championships     September 18-21, 2019      Odense, Denmark             
Judges: Tracking - Morten Jensen; Obedience - Clemente Grosso
              Protection: Edgar Scherkel; Chief Judge: Dirk Vandecasteele
Photos: Munanis (Mario Montes Klaver)          Munanis@planet.nl

Funny Falko Bonnapo

Eico NivanusArriva vd Teufelspratze

von Barnewitz Koko

Boxlee Loaded
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Viktoria v Hohenbeilstein

Beatelke Messi Greif Nivanus Arriva vd Teufelspratze

Aslan

Haley Ziva v Erpenstein

Gauner v Tanneneck

Viktoria v HohenbeilsteinChiron v Rottberg Mezzo du Domaine Saint Martin

Nasco van het Punthofske               

2019 IFR IGP World Championships     September 18-21, 2019      Odense, Denmark              
Judges: Tracking - Morten Jensen; Obedience - Clemente Grosso
              Protection: Edgar Scherkel; Chief Judge: Dirk Vandecasteele
Photos: Munanis (Mario Montes Klaver)          Munanis@planet.nl

 

Nero v Dormblick

Django v RottbergAiron v Checkpoint Charlie

Gauner v Tanneneck
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 VII Morva Sieger Show  
                               Judges: Karel Frank (Czech Republic) & Helmut Weiler (ADRK) & Zoran Panovic (Serbia)

                   October 5, 2019         Director: Zoran Vukcevic                 Trstenik, Serbia
        Photos: FotoRott Photography         Msfotorott@gmail.com                                      
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John Rambo vd Alten Festung             

Rottguardian Ghost, Best Adult Male & BOB

Tino Earl Antonius

Rolex vh Pista Karlos Black Diamonds of Serbia

Tebra Wizard Montenegro Rott Xano Earl Anonius

VII Morva Sieger Show  
Judges: Karel Frank (Czech Republic) & Helmut Weiler (ADRK) & Zoran Panovic (Serbia)
October 5, 2019         Director: Zoran Vukcevic                 Trstenik, Serbia
Photos: FotoRott Photography         Msfotorott@gmail.com                                      

       
 

Eros vh Edelstein Magnum House of Stanisic Lu-Fi
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Sir Prekas Beng Beng Ziko Flash RouseEndy vd Absoluten Auswahl & Best Youth Male

Loki v Grossen Tal Magnum Kick Power

Bronko Nera Rott Team

Memento Hause of Desha

Clay Haus of Lazic - Best Baby

Vicky Star of Montenegro

Indiana v Blashpemy

Oxana v Goricaberg

Abra di Gobelja

Donna of the Little Godfather - Best Adult Female & BOS

VII Morva Sieger Show  
Judges: Karel Frank (Czech Republic) & Helmut Weiler (ADRK) & Zoran Panovic (Serbia)
October 5, 2019         Director: Zoran Vukcevic                 Trstenik, Serbia
Photos: FotoRott Photography         Msfotorott@gmail.com                                      

       
 

Alkane vh PavleMaras vh Drazic

VP2 - 3-6 Month Males

Nafaka House of Stanisic Lu-Fi
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Zoran Vukcevic

                           Interview with Zoran Vukcevic, DVM
                                     Trstenik, Serbia                +38.163621972        

             Interviewed & Translated  by Metodija Zafirovski (Macedonia)

saettanegrirott@gmail.com www.facebook.com/zoran.vukcevic.2

Please tell us about yourself.
My name is Zoran Vukcevic. I am 54 years old.
My profession is that of a Doctor of Veterinarian
Medicine and I run my own business. I have two
beautiful daughters. I Live in Pocenkovina,
Serbia. I am the show organizer for many
Rottweiler shows in Serbia including the Morava
Siger, Ajax Cup and Rottweiler Serbia Sieger
Show. In the period from 2016-2018, I was
President of Association of Rottweiler Clubs of
Serbia (ARCS), the only official club at that time.
Since 2018, I have been the President of the
Rottweiler Serbia Club.

Why did you choose Rottweiler as your
breed?
The Rottweiler was chosen by my heart. It was
love at first sight. The Rottweiler is a powerful dog
with a big heart. You can't compare the Rottweiler
with other breeds. For me, the Rottweiler is the
Number 1 breed.  I got my first Rottweiler in 1990. 

Please tell us the history of your kennel?
Saetta Negri Rott is name of my Kennel. It was
established in 1994 with FCI number 3470. I
started with two beautiful females, Sona and Sara.

What is the goal of your kennel?
My goal is only one—to breed healthy dogs with
healthy characters, following FCI Breed Standard
in front of all. I  will never leave this goal.

Please tell us about your kennel breeding
philosophy and breeding program. What do
you think are most important elements?
Breeding philosophy is rule from which I am never
going back. Minimum for me is health tests (hip
and elbow passing x-rays, JLPP test and the
character test. Dogs with suspect character are
not going into my breeding program. Beauty of
the dog is at the end of the story. We should
always work to get beautiful dog, but health of the
dog must be number one.

What do you look in the pedigree and why?
Pedigree is very important to me. In pedigree I`m
looking only for the healthy dogs proven on
beauty shows and working trials. I avoid close
incest as much as I can. 

How did you select a brood bitch?
The females I use in my breeding program must
achieve some minimum parameters like:
• must be more than 60 cm tall

• must have a characteristic female head
• must have good temperament
• must be good in movement
I have never had an aggressive female in my breeding program or had a female who was a
bad mother. Females who are aggressive are spayed so no one could use them for breeding.
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What do you look for in a stud dog?
The stud dog must be real representative of his breeding close to breeding
standard as much as he can be.

Why did you decide to become Rottweiler breeder?
I want to breed my own dogs in my own kennel, with my philosophy of
breeding and as close to the FCI standard as I can be. This is very hard work
but is very satisfying at the end. It is cheaper to buy nice adult dog and show
him at the shows, but that will never make me as happy as breeding and
raising my own dog. This is why I respect real breeders who are raising their
own dogs and having successful careers with them.

Please tell us about some of the dogs your kennel has produced.
Even though this dog is not my breeding, the dog who put a big mark in my
kennel is a dog from the 1990s, ex-Yugoslaviam Roj Mali Medved. This was
a dog who I owned. He was Club winner in 1993 and he produced the World
Vice Champion in 1996. This was one of the bigger successes in Yugoslavia
kinology in that time. Then dogs from my kennel are:
• Ajax Saetta Negri Rott - Derby winer, Stayermark KJS, Dalmatia winner

2012, KZS ADRK 2012 - V10
• Nina Saetta Negri Rott - Bulgarian Auskaln Siegerin
• King Saeta Negri Rott - Parakin KJS, Silver Cup KJS
• Gondor - IFR Denmark 2013 V2, Europa Sieger 2013 V2, KZS ADRK

2013 V3
• Vanda Saetta Negri Rott - IFR 2017 V4
• Nera Saeta Negri Rott - KZS ADRK 2014 VV2
• Cera Saeta Negri Rott - IFR Spain 2012 VV4
• Vito Saeta Negri Rott - ADRK World Winner 2015 VV4
• Ozzy Saeta Negri Rott - Bulgarian Club Sieger 2018 Ausland Sieger
• Oggy Saeta Negri Rott - Romania Club Sieger 2018 Ausland Sieger
• Chicago Saeta Negri Rott - KZS ADRK 2019 V4 (Junior Class 2)
• Negro Saeta Negri Rott - Panonia Winner KJS, Nis KJS, KZS ADRK

2019 V3 (intermediate class), Italian Club Sieger 2019 Ausland Sieger.
The above are just some of my dogs. Currently, my best dog is Negro. He is
21 months old. He already has achieved big things and his career is at the
beginning. 

What recommendations do you have for puppy buyers looking for a
show prospect puppy? 
I hope that buyers will meet reasonable and fair breeder in front of all who will
help them throughout a dog’s life in raising their dog. Having that is best
guarantee that they will learn right way to do the job.

What do you believe breeders should focus more on?
Besides health, I think we should focus on temperament which should be
much better that we have in this moment. I personally don't want to see studs
who look like females. Years before difference between males and females
was more obvious than now. Big powerful males are rare these days.

What activities do you do with your Rottweilers?
Because I am a breeder, from the first day until a pup is 10 months of age, I
work on care, socialization, and very easy training. After that, we starting real
work and put working trials in front of everything else. Dogs with
temperament and with health clearances are growing and we are producing
real champions.

Do you have a local training group? Please tell us about it.
Yes, sure.  We have big group and we have trainings very often. Different
ages of the dogs, even different breeds are helping us in socialization and
better training. This way dogs are feeling very relaxed on the show grounds
after.

Please discuss the Rottweiler situation in Serbia.
Every year, breeders from Serbia are achieving great results on the biggest
shows all over the world. Im Serbia, there are at least ten quality specialized
shows during the season judged by best world judges. In the past, there used
to be just one club. Now we have more clubs and all of them have the same
goals and every one of the members puts big effort to put our lovely breed on
the top.  

Does Serbia have ZTP? Please tell us about test. Is there a protection test?
Yes, sure we have a Ztp test. The last test was held approximately one month ago. Our Ztp is similar with the old ADRK Ztp test which
they used until 2004. We also have BH test and bite work.
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What Rottweiler's impressed you and why?
It impressed me, or better says, it put spell on
me. Everything I am looking for in dogs, I am
getting from the Rottweiler.

As a vet, what is the most common problem
you see at your clinic in Rottweilers?
Watching the Rottweiler breed through years
from a health aspect, we are focused on
several things: hip and elbow dysplasia, eyes
entropy, tonsil problems, stomach and lung
problems, allergies and ear inflammation.

Do you feed raw or do you feed kibble and
what is your reason for feeding the type of
food you feed?
Our adult dogs are eating kibble with minced
beef. Some of the dogs prefer water together
with the food. All dogs are using plates which
are put on 45-50 cm from the ground.  

What do you think is the biggest health
issue facing the Rottweilers the breeders
could prevent? How could be prevented?
The biggest health issue that I see is hip and
elbow dysplasia. When we control breeding,
and follow healthy tests in one litter, we should
not have more than 20% dogs with hip or elbow
dysplasia. If we don't control this, we will have
60% or more.  Hip and elbow dysplasia, beside
genetic disease, is a disease which we can
make worse with unbalanced feeding and
putting extra kilos on the dogs. This disease we
can diagnose using x-rays. The best we can do
is select only healthy dogs in our breeding
program.

Why are Rottweiler`s susceptible to ear
infections and what can we do to help
prevent them?
Ear problems in Rottweilers is a disease of the
outer ear canal. Indication for this disease is:
disinclination, dog shakes his head, or rubs his
ear on the ground or against a wall. The
reasons for this could be genetic—narrow ear
canal or the reason could be parasites, allergy,
infection etc. For health treatment, first we must
know the right reason so we can do the right
way. The best way is to prevent—not to heal.
Fist, what we must do is clean the ears over a
certain period of time and then control the ear
clearness. If you think your dog has an ear
infection, the first thing you should do is take
the dog to a vet.

In your opinion what are the signs a breeder
needs to observe before breeding a female?
What can be done to improve the female
chances to have a healthy litter?
I am emotionally connected with every female
in my kennel. They are a fundamental part of
every kennel. We must select females cleverily,
and before breeding we must do all necessary
tests. Every test + is more than welcome. Also,
they must be proven on the show grounds and
in the work. I rarely use a bitch for breeding if
she is less than two years old. Before breeding,

I check progesterone and take some vaginal swabs. In natural breeding, the best
results are when the bitch’s progesterone is between 10-25 ng/ml. We usually
give a herpes vaccination because it prevents this dangerous disease. Herpes
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 can cause the death of all puppies and the breeder will not even realize the
bacteria is present. We also make a milk test so we know the milk is bacteria
free. We start deworming the puppies starting at 14 days old and then after
that, every second week during vaccination period. 

What are the best features to look for when breeding a female? What
danger can breed cause?
As I said previously, besides female beauty and health, the bitch  must have
a good temperament and good character. Good maternity is very important
for breeding. We can find out that right after delivery of the puppies and care
in first few days.
Knowing this breed, we must be careful about genetic disease, disqualifying
problems (ie teeth missing - one or more) etc. Knowing a dog’s pedigree, and
the dogs in the pedigree, then we can prevent most of these problems. I do
not prefer incest breedings because the puppies end up usually weaker and
have much more possibilities of having genetic problems. Usually, we have
the biggest problems with most beautiful dogs. 

Who are your mentors?
My mentors, and my friends, are: Earl Antonius Kennel, Alten Festung, Haus
of Lazic, von Haus Drazic, Ri Mobby Dick, Dark Force and Niko-Rott kennel.

What do you want to be remembered for?
Every one of us
should be here
because of the
dogs and because
of the love we
have for this
beautiful breed,
the Rottweiler. I
wish to everyone

good dogs and we will be remembered as we will deserve to be.

What would you like to share with our readers that I have not asked
you?
Dear friends, I wish everyone to have beautiful holidays together with your
families. I wish you good health in front of all and big success in breeding. 
Yours, Zoran Vukcevic, Saetta Negri Rott Rottweiler Kennel.
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Indiana v BlasphemyVicky Star of Montenegro

Nafaka House of Stanisic Lu-Fi Oxana v Goricaberg Dona of the Little Godfather Akina vh Pavle

Byda v Tishevitsa - Best Adult Female

Frka Hause Kaligula Diana Wizard Montenegro Rott

Oxana Timit Tor - Best Young Female & BOB

 1 Rottweiler Serbia Sieger Show 
                               Judges: Karel Frank (Czech Republic) & Helmut Weiler (ADRK) & Zoran Panovic (Serbia)

                   October 6, 2019         Director: Zoran Vukcevic                 Trstenik, Serbia
        Photos: FotoRott Photography         Msfotorott@gmail.com                                      

       

Sparta Just The Thing

Channel Timit Tor + Best Puppy
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Maras vh DrazicClay Haus of Lazic - Best Baby & Baby BOBEndy vd Absoluten Auswahl

Eros vh Edelstein

Karlos Black Diamonds of Serbia

Tebra Wizard Montenegro Rott

Rolex vh Pista

Xano Earl Antonius Iron Lion Vule of Roman Legions Simba vh Milacic + Ajax Cup Winner      

Chicago Saetta Negri Rott + Best Young Male

1 Rottweiler Serbia Sieger Show   
Judges: Karel Frank (Czech Republic) & Helmut Weiler (ADRK) & Zoran Panovic (Serbia)
October 6, 2019         Director: Zoran Vukcevic                 Trstenik, Serbia
Photos: FotoRott Photography         Msfotorott@gmail.com                                      

       
 

 

 

Tino Earl Antoinius - Best Adult Male & BOS

Sir Prekas Beng Beng
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                           Championship of the South of Russia        
                                     September 21, 2019              Krasnodar, Russia
                                     Judge: Edgar Hellmann (ADRK)   Photos: Yuliya Germanikova Photography

tvercup@gmail.com

Krasnodar was worth the trip! In 2018, I received the invitation to judge their event
September 21, 2019. I wanted to have the shortest and fastest flight which was only
possible via Istanbul. I landed in the morning hours 3:45 am! The departure time for
the return flight was in the early morning at 4:10 am! In Krasnodar, I was booked in a
very good hotel that was of an international standard. The care during my time in
Krasnodar was great. 

For the exhibition, there were about 105 dogs registered. The organization and the
course of the exhibition was perfectly organized. One cannot wish for a better "team".
The show opened with music and dancing. The organizers distributed many gifts to
the participants and visitors of the exhibition. I was informed that this exhibition is
one of the largest in Russia. Some exhibitors drove many thousands of kilometers.
Participants came from all parts of Russia—Vladivostok, Omsk, Ekaterinenburg,
Moscow, Tver and St. Petersburg. On Saturday, I was shown the sights of
Krasnodar. I can confirm again, Krasnodar was worth a trip. The exhibition grounds
were perfect. There was a big ring for the presentation and movement of the dogs. A
high proportion of the presented dogs were presented by "professionals", which was
also a reason for the good course of the day. The presented dogs were of high
quality. I think the best of the best of Russia were at this show. After the show, a
table row was set up for all participants and visitors, with food and drink, which the
heart desires and that was free of charge for all. I say THANK YOU again for the
invitation and can only pass on the recommendation to my collegues if invited to
judge at Kollengen—say yes to an invitation!
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                           Can My K9 be a Family Dog?
                                     By Aleah Erickson, BS, RVT (USA)        
                                  Owner & Head Trainer of I Heart K9, LLC

info@iHeartK9.com www.iHeartK9.com

Introduction:
I'm Aleah, the owner, and head trainer, of I Heart K9 and I am a Canine Behaviorist. I discovered my passion for
animals at a young age and I have spent my life building on that passion. I received my Bachelor of Science in
Animal Science from Cal Poly Pomona and a degree from Moorpark College in Animal Behavior, Wildlife
Education, and Exotic Animal Training and Management. After college, I spent several years training dogs and
wild animals for movies and television. The time I spent in the entertainment industry was an incredible
experience. It is where I honed my training and behavior techniques, yet it lacked one crucial thing that I call "the
unique human-animal bond." I grew to miss that one-of-a-kind relationship and connection that comes from
working with canines. They are the only species that incorporate humans into their social structure, an individual
trait that continues to fascinate me. I specialize in confidence building, puppy raising and working K9s. 

As a professional animal trainer, I am frequently asked—can my working K9
be a good family dog? In other words, can my high drive working K9—trained
or currently in-training in protection work—be a trusted member of my family?
Can this dog be loose in the house? Can this dog be trusted with my
children? 

However, a better question to ask yourself is this—am I ready for the
accountability and responsibility of owning a trained K9 or even a dog with a
protective nature? After all, you are the one responsible to love, care and
protect both your family and your K9. Trust is built and it goes both ways. You
must be able to trust your dog to be obedient and the dog must be able to
trust you to keep them safe from potentially vulnerable situations. Trust is an
on-going relationship. If you are educated, prepared and you accept the
responsibility, then it is possible to have a working K9 as a family dog.

Many people have said, "hate the deed, not the breed." While I agree with the
superficial meaning of that statement, I can't get behind the underlying
message of it. A better way to say this same statement is, "Hate the deed
and KNOW your breed." Know what tasks and qualities your K9 was bred for
and what their natural instincts are. When you bring a working K9 into your
home, whether it be a Rottweiler, Malinois, German Shepherd, Dutch
Shepherd, or any working K9, know that there will be certain instincts that are
in their genetic make-up that are different than other breeds. Fast
movements and loud noises such as yelling can trigger play and or prey
response that was purposely bred into these working breeds. 

If you have children who like to run and play, yell and scream in delight, this
can be a play/prey response trigger for your working K9. If you have a
herding breed, it may also trigger herding instincts. Many working breeds are
naturally suspicious and need to be overly socialized. It is your responsibility
to know and understand the natural instincts that were bred into your dog,
and to protect both your family and working K9 by not allowing potentially
vulnerable situations to occur. You may have the most solid trust foundation
with your K9, but you still need to know your breed, and what could be a
potential trigger for them. This will help you to interrupt and redirect your K9 in
trigger situations, and to provide a safe space if needed. 

So how do you prepare yourself and your K9 to share the same family space?
Personally, I like to start from a puppy, though it can be achieved with the
right adult K9. The route is very similar, but for the purposes of this article, we
will discuss how to raise a puppy to be a working K9 and a member of your
family. Start with educating yourself on these four main factors that contribute
to your result: Genetics, Handling Skills, Behavior/Training and Boundaries.

Genetics
You want start with the right ingredients for the K9 you desire. Do as much
homework as you can and meet the parents if possible. For a working K9, you will want to look for drive (the dog's willingness to
work), temperament (sociability), nerves (how quickly the dog recovers from stress). 
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Drive will be dependent on what purpose you would like the K9 for. If you are
competing in trials, you may want very high drive. If you are wanting a personal
protection drive, then a moderate level of drive will do. 

Temperament refers to the dog's sociability, attitude or frame of mind. You want a K9
that is balanced. You want both confidence and respect. You do not want an
overconfident K9 who is constantly looking to challenge their pack leader or
fear-based aggression. You also don't want an insecure or defensive K9. 

Sociability should be always be evaluated. You will want a dog who is friendly with
strangers, allows petting and attention, but is not hyper focused and obsessed with
"saying hello" to every new person. You will want your K9 to still be interested in
paying attention to you as the handler while they are still happy to meet friendly
strangers. Sociability with other dogs can be personal preference. I personally would
rather have a working dog who is non-reactive to other dogs, content just working for
the handler and not interested in playing with other dogs. Some trainers prefer
otherwise. You want your perspective puppy's parents to have a solid and balanced
temperament.

When we talk about nerves, we are referring to the K9's ability to recover from stress.
If there is a loud noise, does the K9 react? If the dog reacts, does he recover
quickly? Is the dog overcome by stressors or can the dog work through them? You
want a dog who has solid nerves and has little to no reactivity to stressors. If the dog
reacts, the dog should recover quickly. 

Make sure you do your research and select the puppy with the best genetic make up
for the purpose you desire. I suggest speaking with the potential breeder well before
you select a puppy. After the litter is born, the breeder will be able to help you select
the best fit for you. Breeders get to know their pups very well and can compare them
to past pups and the parents. 

Handling Skills
Handling skills are often referred to as "bomb proofing" or "desensitizing." When we
practice handling skills, we are preparing the dog for anything that can happen and
shaping the dog’s response to the event. To start handling skills, sit on the floor, hold
your puppy on his back, supporting him with your legs and resting his head in your
lap. This is not a dominance exercise, it is a trust building exercise, so do not pin
your puppy down. If the pup struggles, you simply prevent the pup from getting up.
Start slowly by rubbing the belly and get the pup to relax. When you feel the pup’s
body language loosen and is very relaxed, you can release the pup so the pup can
get up. You want to reward the pup (by releasing) when the pup is exhibiting a calm
and relaxed body language. This will encourage the pup to stay relaxed and calm for
the entire exercise. Repeat this exercise every day and slowly increase what you
handle on the dog until you can handle the dog in any way while the pup is
completely relaxed. Work on rubbing the belly, rubbing ears, looking in the ears,
gently putting your finger at the base of the ear canal, looking at eyes, playing puppy
peek-a-boo by covering puppy's eyes to get the pup used to hands coming towards
them, rubbing the mouth, rubbing the gums, gently opening the mouth, moving legs
in full range of motion, manipulating toes to look in between each toe, gently squeeze
toenails to apply slight pressure to get the pup used to nail trims, gently hold base of
tail and manipulate tail gently. 

You want your pup to trust that in a vulnerable
situation, no matter what you do to them, the
pup can relax knowing that you will prevent any
harm. These exercises will prepare the pup for
vet visits, grooming visits, medication

application, nail trims, temperature taking, ear cleaning, etc. while at the same time, building trust
for both you and the dog. I practice handling skills for the entire first year, and then sporadically
throughout their life. 

Behavior and Training
To put it simply, by learning canine behavior, you—the owner—are learning how to speak and
understand canine language, while training is teaching the dog to understand human language.
When you learn canine behavior, you learn how to read your dog. Is your dog giving calming
signals? Is your dog stressed? Is your dog being confrontational? Defensive? Confident?
Insecure? The more you know about canine body language/canine behavior, the clearer you will
be able to read and respond appropriately to your dog. 

Training further clears up your communication by teaching the dog what your expectations are
and allowing the dog to meet those expectations. Start training the basics: watch, sit, down,
stand, leave it, drop it, come, stay, heel and loose leash walking. These basics will help you while integrating your pup into your home. 
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Think of your home as a kindergarten class. In kindergarten, children learn how to be in
school. Likewise, when you bring your pup home, the pup is learning how to behave in your
home. The kindergarten teacher doesn't follow the children around and yell "NO!" at them
until they guess what they are supposed to be doing at that moment. Instead, the teacher
directs every movement for each part of their day. "Everyone come over here to the red
carpet, face this way, sit down on the floor, fold your legs like this, fold your hands like this,
place your hands in your lap, look up here, we are going to read this story...." Big difference
than the typical puppy experience, right? Many of us just yell "NO!" at our puppy until they
give up on everything. When your puppy is "not behaving," try thinking: what would I rather
have the pup doing? Then direct the pup in that correct behavior instead. For example, while
trying to make dinner, your puppy is running underfoot, and you keep tripping over him. Bring
a bed or mat nearby so the pup can still be a part of the action, but practice down-stays on
the mat or bed. While you are trying to watch TV, your pup starts chewing on your furniture,
interrupt the chewing and redirect the pup to chew on his toys or appropriate chew
toys/treats. Better yet, before you sit down to watch TV, provide your pup with a yummy
chew toy to prevent the bad habit from starting. Try to anticipate problem areas and use
training basics to direct the pup on what you would like them to be doing. Be consistent, be
fair but firm. This very consistent and clear training builds confidence in our dogs. When the
dogs are clear on what they are expected to do, they are much calmer and confident
knowing they can meet those expectations. 

Boundaries
Boundaries may sound obvious, but some people really need a clear explanation of what this
is. Your dog is a dog. Dogs are not human and will not respond as a human would. You need
to make space for your dog to be a dog. There are two main "safe spaces" for my K9s, one is
their bed or crate at home, the other is in heel position on my left side. These two spaces are
for them and them only. When my K9s are in these positions, no one will reach for them, no
one will grab them, hug them, pet them, no dog will come up to them etc. That is their own
space and I make it my responsibility to protect that space. When someone wants to say hi to
my puppy or adult dog, I never let the person come into my dogs' space. If I am out walking
and they are coming up fast to pet my dog, I step in front of my dog/puppy and ask them to
wait because my dog is in training. From a heel position, I release my dog and point to the
friendly stranger while saying "go say hi." If they are hesitant, I give the friendly stranger a
treat and try again. If the pup or dog is still hesitant, I say: "Looks like he/she doesn't want to
say hi today, have a nice day" and I move on with my life. 

If I am out on a walk and my dog is showing signs of stress, it is not my responsibility to
make sure Sally from down the street feels better about herself because she was able to pet my dog. It is my responsibility to make
sure my dog feels safe and secure and is not put into a vulnerable situation. Likewise, our K9 has a crate and bed in the house that he

can access 24/7. This is his space. When the dog is on his
bed or in his crate, no other dog can "mess" with him and
no children may pet or "mess" with him. The bed and crate
are the dog’s time and space and the dog can put his guard
down and just be a dog. It is my responsibility to make sure
my dog has this safe space to just be a dog. 

Boundaries build trust between you and your dog, and it
also give the dog the chance to ask for time and space to
be a dog without getting in trouble. For example, if I have
my dog off leash and we are playing fetch, if another dog
approaches, instead of react to the dog to intimidate the
other dog to leave her alone, my dog will run to my side at
heel position and look up at me. I will then communicate
with the owner of the other dog that my dog doesn't want to
play, all while making sure the other dog is not coming near
my dog. This boundary allows my dog to communicate with
me that he/she needs space, and I then ensure that he gets
that space. 

So, you have taken all these factors into consideration, you
selected an appropriate pup for your purpose,
desensitized/bomb proofed them with handling skills, you
learned to understand Canine Behavior, you have trained
your pup the basics, and you have reinforced boundaries in
your home and out in the world. While it may seem like tons
of work, the benefit is invaluable. Combining your two
worlds—working K9 and family, may be the most rewarding
and fulfilling parts of owning a dog. Yes, it is possible for
your K9 to be a member of your family. Continue the work
and enjoy the results!
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                           Aggression in Training IGP Dogs
                                     Tuukka Nikola (Finland) - Professional Dog Trainer      
                                  Available for training seminars    +35.840.5054174

tuukka.nikola@gmail.com www.tuukkanikola.com

Introduction
My name is Tuukka Nikola. I have worked with dogs as a hobby and work for
approximately 25 years. In 1997, I started to study how to work as a helper. At
that time, there was not very much information about helper work so I needed to
figure out almost everything by myself. Nowadays, I am more than happy that this
trip has been hard and slow in learning. This has given me lots of tools and
understanding. My dog training is based on relationship. Relationship between
handler and dog as well as relationship between helper and dog. 

In 2000, I started to work in Finnish army as a dog handler. I worked for 20 years
in Guards Jaeger Regiment with military dogs. I also competed in IPO with my
male Malinois, Mecberger Birger. Some of our results are:
- 2004 Finnish Breed Championships - 3rd place
- 2006 Finnish IPO Championships - 2nd place
- 2006 FCI IPO World Championships - 14th place
- 2006 Finnish Breed Champion - 1st place
I have placed with good results in other national and world championships.  

In my career, I focused on training military dogs and I also trained with different
IPO groups and taught helper work. I worked for many years in Estonia. In 2015,
we managed to get both team members in the FMBB World Championships to
super finals inside 20. This was historical moment for Estonian dog sport. 

Nowadays, I have three dogs. My former military dog who stayed with me after
my military career. This dog is Tulikuuma Ylipaine. He came to me as a problem
dog 4 years ago. I also have two German Shepherd Dogs. At the moment, one is
months old and the older do, Estrellest von Vector, is a dog who I started to
compete with in 2019. Our results have been placing 2nd at the Finnish Breed
Championships and 7th place at the WUSV World Championships. 

I work as a Helper and Coach in many countries where I continuously visit. I also
give lots of seminars about IGP and helper work. I teach helpers in Finnish
German Shepherd Dog associations helper school and also I have been teaching
in a Russian helper school. 

In recent years, I have put on several seminars for helper work, obedience, and
tracking. The intent of the seminars is to combine powerful emotional states with
sophisticated technical training. The seminars go through the questions
thoroughly and honestly, always trying to find the answer to the question: "why?"
If we only know the answer to the question, "what?" then we do not really
understand what we are doing. I have been in the fortunate position of having
received help and support and have worked with some of the best trainers and
helpers in the world who I have learned with. I have also worked with many
brilliant dog trainers whose guidance, and assistance have taught me what I
know. I am available for workshops worldwide.

At my school in Finland, helpers can learn helper work. One Canadian student
called the school "The Harvard of Helper Schools". Students are from Russia,
The Netherlands, Brazil, Canada as well as other countries. It is an honor to be
involved with these students. 

I hope all the best for you and my warm greetings from Finland.  If you are
interested in my seminars or workshops, please contact with me by email 
tuukka.nikola@gmail.com

I will open here my discussing my experiences about using reactive aggression in
training IGP dogs. As a helper, I like to train dogs using reactive aggression. I
have seen many times that methods like this are been used but with totally
different meaning or results. Reactive aggression, or reactive side, in this context
I mean the defense side. The dog’s ability to respond to threat. Emotion,
reaction, and behavior.

When talking about aggression, there are lots of different opinions about this.
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Mostly people are thinking that barking itself is aggression. This is very
understandable, because in IGP showing activity towards passive stimulation
is the goal. Some people say that aggression is always unsureness. Kind of
true when we start to train, but with right type of rewarding, our goal is to
make dogs feel themselves extremely powerful. Some people say that by
using reactive side, it creates problems with dog’s nerve system. This is true
if you train the reactive side by creating too much pressure and dog learns
more to be scared instead of learning how to fight.

We are teaching that aggression comes out of frustration, conflicts and
through developing reactive aggression. Frustration can be used with dogs
who are high drive dogs. Conflicts can be used when high drive behavior is
already trained. But, when the dog does not have strong prey drive, or
unsureness is blocking abilities to use drive, training dogs using reactive side
could help. What must be understood is that reactive aggression is not
emotionally the same as aggression which comes from frustration. This I like
to call more like just activity.

One problem in understanding how to develop reactive aggression is that
immediately we are talking about reaction or behavior, not emotion. We teach
that reactive aggression starts when dog is under a threat and he starts to
react. So, many times, when helpers are learning, they are searching for
strong reaction using strong stimulation. This, what I have seen, mostly
creates a situation where dog reacts but self-confidence is so low that
emotionally dog does not develop. This creates so called snow ball-effect and
we start to reward unsureness. The dog reacts strongly but stays unsure.
This emotion has been channeled to the prey side because we are in hurry in
making drive switching exercises. Dogs cannot switch drives if they don´t
understand how to behave even with one. Or switching from drive to another
both area includes unsureness. Mostly, we are very blind in this. Frustration
training is different of course. In that activity is trained with different emotions
and from early beginning in high drive. For some reason, we are mixing
these. Trying to get dogs to understand how to respond to our threat and
making this in high drive like it was an exercise for frustration type of dog.
One reason why this mistake happens is that we want dogs to show
immediately right behavior instead of building it. Reason is hurry.

So why to use aggression in trainings? Not all dogs are suitable for prey type
of trainings. Even with high drive dogs, problems can be seen later when
dogs start to understand the program and if it does not use the reactive side
at all, there can start to be problems. After many competitions, dogs start to
recognize situations in the program. For example, after the escape in
competition, the silent guarding phase can be intensive but before those
guarding phases which are leading to control, dogs many times lose intensity.
Same type of problems happens when dogs are barking instead of silent
guarding. When dogs are in active area barking, they easily start to wait for
something to happen.

I want to think training and goal differently. For me, the active area is
continuing reactions. Every single bark is a reaction. The dog is reacting
continuously which means that dog is not waiting things to happen but is
reacting when it happens. This means that the dog reacts continuously on
passive or active helper. Barking is strong and body of dog is reacting
forward in every bark. Think like this. Activity is a behavior, reactivity is
emotion. We can have an extremely high drive and active dog who has a lack
of emotions from the reactive side. It is like a bottle. Bottle is behavior, active
barking. Liquid, what we put into bottle, is reactiveness which we make in
room exercises. So, inside the active area we have lots of emotions.

To understand this, we need to get deeper in trying to learn what is
aggression and how to develop it. We need to understand that the goal is not
make dogs angry. The goal is to reward the dog strongly and create powerful
aggressive behavior. The dog can look very aggressive with strong reactions
but at the same time he can feel unsureness and even be scared. This
creates problems for dog’s nerve system. We should understand that
aggression is not a behavior. Aggression is an emotion. If you train reactive
aggression, you should keep in mind that only emotion should be rewarded
first many times. Not even trying to get reactions. In trainings, you should in
most cases, reward first only emotions. This is highly difficult to understand
emotions without reactions. After this, you start to get reactions. First small
and later stronger. Rewarding is stepping out of sight. At this point, after
reactions there is no drive whatsoever but instead of drive switching, total
calmness. 
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Training in Russia

workshop in Holland

Training in Russia

Training using “inside room” which I talk 
about in this article

Helper school  in Russia

Helper school in Finland

In this training process, the helper must
understand so-called four F rule.
FIGHT, FLY, FREEZE, FLIRT. When
dog is under a threat, dog tries to
survive with some of these  emotions or
behaviors. It is very sensitive area and
difficult to understand that in some cases
you need to pay attention on so small
details first, that even small changes in
emotions which are not exactly what
you want, you need to reward. This is
how the dog understands to have
courage to change emotions and later
use aggression.

Most of times, when helpers are giving
threat to dogs, stimulation is quite big.
This happens because we want dogs to
react. Without as strong stimulation as it
is needed to get reaction, dogs stay
passive and don´t react. In this the
problem is that stimulation is already big
and dog yet don´t know how to
response. When the idea should be
opposite. Stimulation of threat from the
side of helper, should be very small.
Now of course dog is not reacting
strongly. Maybe it just stares and shows
emotions without reaction. After
rewarding emotions, there will come
small reactions but stimulation from
helper´s side is still the same. Small.
These emotions and reactions should
not be rewarded with prey side. This is
very common mistake where
unsureness is channeled to prey side
and when you give more threat, dog
wants to more escape to sleeve.  This
is reason why I make these trainings
using inside room. I can give all the
time small stimulation of threat and
build dogs strong. I reward first only
emotion, then reaction and when
reactions start to be strong and
continuing behavior, I start to channel
this activity to the side of prey.

The dog is in a room first alone. Dog is
joined in room few meters away from
the door. There needs to be distance
between door and dog. Otherwise
situation is too difficult for dog. In
training stimulation of threat is
connected with the door of the room.
When door opens, there already is
strong emotion and later reaction.
Reward is calmness when door will be
shut and threat and stimulation
escapes. It is very important not to
repeat these stimulations too much. Only few times, or it starts to create stress
when dog feels that it does not win. You can repeat this exercise 2-3 times in one
training session but very shortly. After reactions I start to teach these reactions to
be stronger and stronger keeping the stimulation from my side still very small.
When dog starts to be very powerful in it’s behavior, I put handler also inside.
Now we can see that dog is not disturbed by the handler and it don’t offer social
behavior which mostly happens if handler is in room from early beginning.

The next step is to start to channel strong aggressive behavior where dog is
continuously trying to attack to active barking. This I do only by waiting and
rewarding small details in barking which leads to active area. When the dog
understands this active area and offers already lose line barking, I start to switch
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seminar in Holland

Tuukka with helper students in Holland 2009

Mecberger Birger in FCI IPO
WC Slovenia 14th place

Tuukka & his military dog

seminar in Greece

Tuukka & his wife, Ekaterina, at the 
2019 Finnish GSD Championsihps

drives with aggression and prey drive. Before
switching drives, first you need to teach the
behavior. Otherwise, you will give big
stimulations with small or wrong meaning. In
this room, I train the aggression side. When it
is trained with rewarding, it will be
comfortable area. Like the prey side also.
Then it is extremely easy to switch drives and
you don’t need to use so much pressure. You
should not build anything with pressure. With
pressure, you can channel reactions to active
area when dog already learned behavior.
When aggression is ready and continuing
reactions, the dog is ready for drive switching
exercises. I train in this room aggression,
channeling to prey drive side, out -commands
which is a signal to switch drive, and control
from handler´s side. This process normally
takes few months and when it is ready for
next step, I start to make regular exercises
on field.

When people talk about this how I make
these exercises, I hear all the time
misunderstandings. The first mistake is to
make too big stimulation. Reward emotions
first. The second is that don’t raise the level
of your threat. Let dogs grow with your small
stimulation. Small stimulation, strong
behavior. Third, build dog ready before
making next step. If you start to switch drives
too early, mostly you channel unsureness to
prey side. Fourth, take time. Building is and
should be slow project.

Of course, there are dogs who cannot be
trained like this. But understanding how to
train dogs like this , it helps you to read dogs
in every situation, even if you work with
frustration only. When a dog is built this way,
it has all the time skills to react. These dogs, even if they are reactive type of
dogs, don’t need so much conflict in obedience parts. This makes it possible
to start to train obedience inside protection more easily and with more paying
attention on real control from early beginning.

I would like to add that when people talk about this, how I make these
exercises, I hear all the time misunderstandings. The first mistake is to make
too big of a stimulation. Reward emotions first. Second, is that don’t raise the

level of your threat. Let dogs grow with your small stimulation. Small stimulation, strong behavior. Third, build dog ready before
making next step. If you start to switch drives too early, mostly you channel unsureness to prey side. Fourth, take time. Building is and
should be slow project. When dog is trained, it should not anymore feel defense side, reactiveness. The dog should be active and
strong with abilities to respond to threat. We need to understand differences with terms reactiveness and reactions.

We have this goal to get strong dogs. If we teach aggression with big threat,
the dogs can react but at the same time they want to go away from this area.
If you reward them strong understanding the trip, they want to feel these
emotions. The goal is that whoever is the helper, big, small, lazy, fast, scary,
happy, weak, powerful etc. that the dog gives the same behavior and is as
strong as it is trained. The dog should not react on its own helper who trained
him any other way than other helpers when it is trained properly. Actually, all
dogs who I have trained like this are very social with me after trainings. They
don’t hate me. They enjoy the situation. But in trainings, they look slightly
dangerous. Sometimes we have dogs with very limited functional area. They
can feel so much stressed in room that it just does not work. Some dogs
need higher drive to get the courage to create any reactions. Then you need
to make trainings which are suitable for these dogs. Whatever you do, don’t
pick up anything as a method. Quite soon, you will be blind and start to blame
dog material only because your method is not suitable. Imagine what will our
dog material be in future if we understand how to train with one method only. 
Hopefully this explains something about this subject.  

Tuukka Nikola
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                           Interview with Satish Ramachandran
                                  Bukit Timah, Singapore
                                             
                                 

ssr001@hotmail.com +65.92996346

Please tell us about the Rottweiler
situation in Singapore. 
There have been two local breeders in
Singapore. One breeder no longer
breeds. The second breeder has two
Rottweilers from Germany and he breeds
them sometimes twice a year. He does
not do any health tests like xraying hips or
elbows and his dogs have no titles. He
breeds and breeds which I feel is very bad
for the breed. I have become an importer
to help people import quality Rottweilers. 

Currently, many Rottweilers in Singapore
have lots of health issues due to poor
breeding standards. I was a victim too. I
bought a locally bred pup and at the age
of nine months, I had to give her up for
adoption as I could not do dog sport with
her. But she is having a happier life
now—better than what she had with me,
and I give thanks to her new mummy and
daddy. 

In 2018, I traveled to Europe to look at
Rottweilers. Since then, I have helped to
import Rottweilers for many of my friends
who have bought quality Rottweilers in
Europe and wanted them imported. 

My current Rottweiler was imported from
Czech Republic. I purchased him when he
was three years old. He had no titles and
had no formal training except for some
protection work. I have trained and titled
him to BH/VT. In August 2019, he became
the first Rottweiler in Singapore to achieve
BH/VT. 
 
What are the main activities that
Rottweiler owners are doing with
Rottweilers in Singapore?
Most Rottweilers here are pets. They
enjoy walks and have lots of play time
which I feel is good in a way. However, I
feel a Rottweiler does need to be worked
as they are meant to work and to be bred.
But I believe it’s their dog—Your Dog,
Your Bite—this is what my trainer
preaches and I agree with this. 

Is it difficult to import a Rottweiler to
Singapore?
Singapore is a “rabies free” country so
dogs are quarantined before they can be
imported. The issues that most people are
facing who import a Rottweiler is that the
dog is older when he arrives in Singapore
and is a bigger youth and is not the little
puppy who is so cute.
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L-R: Pierrah Eemica Gno, Vlastimir Pokrajac, 
Borivoje Maksimovic & Satish Ramachandran

Many People who buy locally and want a puppy do not understand the breed well as
they do not understand the bone development of the dog and the necessary
measures to prevent developmental problems. They must understand that
Rottweilers mature slow and they are ok to be 9-12 months old to arrive in Singapore. 

Singapore has dangerous dog laws so it is more costly to own a Rottweiler in
Singapore compared to other breeds. The Rottweiler owner must get third party
liability insurance in case of a mishap of 100,000SGD (US$75,000) and he must
obtain a bankers to guarantee in the amount of 2000SGD (US$1,500). As well, the
owner must agree to train the dog to have basic obedience from a registered trainer
accredited by the government of Singapore. Rottweilers must be always muzzled and
be on leash in public areas.

Please tell us about the Singapore national kennel club. Do they have member
breed clubs?
The Singapore Kennel Club is doing a great job. There is no Rottweiler club in
Singapore. I plan to form one soon which I feel would be good to promote the breed.

What would you like to share with readers?
I am currently working with my trainer to work and train my Rottweilers. For people
who want my help in purchasing or importing a Rottweiler to Singapore, I will only
help if they are willing to train and work with the dogs they import. I do not sell
Rottweilers to irresponsible owners. I want the dogs to have a good home and also
good life in work and home. 

I always recommend for people to buy a Rottweiler between the ages of 9-12
months so that immediately it is possible to do the preliminary hips and elbow
evaluations, JLPP test the dog and do the heart ECG test. I do not want to be like
the other breeder in Singapore who sells his puppies just for money and does not
care about the breed at all.

In this journey, I would like to say thanks to my oldest daughter, my wife and my
trainer and I very much appreciate them. They help guide me and are always there
to support me. I wish to achieve IGP1 with my Rottweiler who will be six in March
2020 and I will then retire him. I have a female Rottweiler who arrived in Singapore
in November 2019 from the Czech Republic and I hope to go far with her. I have
another working Rottweiler in Slovakia who is training in Slovakia, who has passed
IGP1 and BH recently. I wish to thank the German Shepherd Club of Singapore,
and Joe, for always training and organizing IGP trials and working trials in
Singapore. I am the first person in Singapore to compete at IGP trials with a
Rottweiler. 
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                           The Gift
                                     By Brenda Ryan (USA)        
                                 "One world. One breed. One love".

DBrotts@gmail.com www.DBRfarm.com

I think I finally figured out why we love dogs. For one thing, you must have a
great sense of humor if you live with dogs. We have learned to be
spontaneous and be able to deal with unexpected messy situations. We have
been be able to laugh at ourselves all the time, especially when we are
outside of our homes. I'm sure every one of you has experienced an
embarrassing moment in public that involved your dog. I think one of the
most charming things about owning a dog is that we can laugh at ourselves
and our dogs… a lot! I would not be surprised if this is one of the main
reasons people who own dogs live longer than people who don't own dogs.
We smile and laugh a lot more than nondoggie people. Dogs are happy and
they bring us happiness in truckloads. Dogs don't take their lives too
seriously and as far as I see it—they live moment to moment, one adventure
to the next. Always eager to try most new things and everything they do is
done with zest. Sometimes I like to imagine; what an amazing life it must be,
to live as a dog.

I know I've mentioned this before, but I truly believe dogs are meant to teach
us about how to live our best life. They love us unconditionally; they know
how to forgive and know how to play with pure joy. They are social creatures
and choose to live among us…taking us into their pack or willing to move into
ours.  They teach us about trust, too. I am always fascinated how a dog can
willingly be led into a hot car and sit and wait until the air condition cools them
off. This is trust. They allow us to put them in crates or kennels, not knowing
when we would return, but trusting that we will. Think about the first time you
put your dog in a kennel, or put a muzzle on him, or perhaps took him to the
vet and handed him off to a stranger. Those are examples of trust and love a
dog has of its owner. Not all the moments they have entrusted us, have we
deserved their loyalty. Like trimming their toenails, or, taking them to get
neutered. I'm not sure if they ever thought we have violated their trust in us,
but forgiveness is also an innate trait of most dogs and trust and forgiveness
present themselves all the time in a dog's character. Think about the reaction
of your dog when you accidently stepped on their paw. A sudden yelp…and
cower…and then, they come over to us anyway, as if to say, "What have I
done? …that hurt, but I forgive you." I have always wondered to myself if
dogs are born with the innate instinct to love? 

If dogs are born to instinctively love us and forgive us; none of us are truly
worthy. This is a gift we don't deserve. For as much as there are hundreds of
dog lovers like us, walking among us; there are equally if not more people
who prey upon God's creatures. In those stories, there is no happy ending.
There are dogs roaming the streets and cities who probably just wish they
could find a meal or shelter from the elements. Other dogs out there, who just
want to get away from the heavy chain tied around their neck or wish they
could know the love of a child. It makes me sad to think about those dogs;
thousands who may live their whole lives and never know the kind gesture of
mankind.

Sadly, even some who profess to love our breed are guilty of abuse. We have
our own share of villains who overpopulate our shelters with abandoned,
unwanted, sick, underfed and misunderstood dogs. So many are cast aside
because they didn't fit anymore into our definition of a perfect universe.
Please look around and ask yourself if you are guilty? I have witnessed
relationships, friendships and dogs slayed over social media, all because of a
crooked smile. This spirit does not come from a place of kindness or grace.
None of these dogs have done anything to deserve hate. They are the
forgotten, throw away animals…each; a gift unopened and unseen. How
tragic, disturbing and heartbreaking. 

I know exactly what it is like to be plucked from obscurity and have a second
chance. Being adopted from an orphanage and brought to the USA; I know
firsthand what it is like to be chosen from place where you don't know what
your future holds. From irrelevant to relevant because someone cared
enough to make it happen. 
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We can all do a little something this season to
help. If you have the means, donate to your
rescue groups. They work tirelessly year-round
helping Rottweilers find a better life. They
provide food and shelter and look for families
who will love them the way all dogs deserve.
Shelter and rescue groups are always
understaffed and underfunded. 

Buy from ethical breeders. 

I don't need to go into the why's here, but they
are conscientious about our breed and strive
to better it one litter at a time. Many are
involved in multiple areas of the breed from
health, legislation, positive promotion and
rescue. 

Think about volunteering your time in your
community. Get your dog therapy certified and
help educate those around you about the
Rottweiler. The more people who are educated
about our versatile breed the more people will
be less likely to impose BSL in your area.
Foster a dog in need. Those of you with
experience in the breed can do this! Sharing of
yourself with a dog in need could change their
entire life for the better.

Now is the perfect time to start helping. So
many in desperate need. Speak up and out for
the one animal on this earth that loves us more
than they love themselves. Kindness,
gratitude, forgiveness is some of the hardest
things to find. 

Dogs give these things to us willingly and
freely with all their hearts. How wonderful it is
to find it all wrapped up in one amazing
package. 
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Francois Massart at a young age (approximately 7 years) with one of
his father’s Malinois, Farouck du pont des Berger. This dog was sold

in 1995/96 to USA. 
This dog was renamed in USA as “Ovni”. Owner: Bob Ferrell. 

Francois Massart at his first French Ring level 3
certification with this dog: Craps des deux Sabres.

Démos du banc des Hermelles at 10 weeks old

Entry at the 2013 French Ring Cup. 
Francois with Demos du banc des Hermelles

                           Interview with Francois Massart (USA)
                                      Professional Dog Trainer, Marvel K9 Dog Training         

contact@marvelk9.com 1-951-768-4998

Please tell us about yourself. 
I was born into ring sport—watching
my father training and competing in
French Ring. At 6 years old; with an
experienced Malinois, wearing a
decoy jacket (protected fully), I
experienced my first “bite.” I
continued to immerse myself in all
forms of ring sport attending clubs
and absorbing as much as possible.
At age 20, feeling prepared to focus
on my own dog, I started with my
Malinois “Demos du banc des
Hermelles; French Ring 3 National
Champion and 2013 Selectiff.

Presently, I compete in French Ring
and Mondio Ring with my second
personal dog “Leyton Waltham
Forest.” We completed the year with
the titles of both 2019 Federation of
Belgian Malinois (“FMBB”) World
Championships level II Vice
Champion and USMRA 2019 Level
II National Champion. In January
2020, we will continue to compete
at level III.

Along with my own personal dogs, I
have trained teams to achieve first
place titles including, French World
Championships in both French Ring
and Mondio Ring. As a decoy a
summary of some of my
achievements include:
• 4 x Decoying the French National

Mondioring Championships
(2009, 2011, 2012, & 2015).

• 4 x Decoying the World
Mondioring Championships
(2009, 2010, 2014, and 2017)

• First USMRA (USA) Decoy to place at top 3 in world at the International
Decoy Super Selection

• First USMRA (USA) Decoy to decoy a FMBB World Championships (2019)
• Decoy at the USA Mondioring National Championships 2016.
• 100+ trials as a decoy in Mondio Ring and French Ring.

Please tell us about your training facility.
Marvel K9 is the dog training company that my wife and I started in 2015. We
both left our careers to pursue our passion in dog training and competition.
Marvel K9 is a 20-acre facility offering a multitude of options for both working
dogs (French Ring, Mondio, personal protection) and pet dogs (puppy to
advanced and behavior modification). Most recently, we opened our 50 foot
pool for swimming and are now affiliated with Dock Dogs.

What made you decide to be a dog trainer?
It was less of a decision but more of a feeling. I knew that with immense hard
work and determination that I could accomplish my goal of making my
passion also my employment.
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2015: Francois’ 1st French Ring trial 
in USA (Minnesota)

Francois’ training decoys—Cyril Haultcoeur (left) and Pascal
Lemaitre (right). Middle - Francois and Demos on the podium of the

2013 French Ring Championships.

2017: Copper State Ring Club - NARA French Ring Trial, Level III.
Francisco & Judo (handler: Joseph Cinnante) during the 

Face Attack exercise. Photo: Ro Bastacky

2017: Copper State Ring Club - NARA French Ring Trial, Level III- 
I and “Judo” (handler: Joseph Cinnante) during the Face Attack

exercise.  Photo credit : Ro Bastacky

Francois working with a young female new to Ring Sport, 
Jackpot vh Burns.

What made you interested in ring
sport?
I grew up in the dog world—French
Ring and Mondio Ring. My father is the
one who gave me the “dog virus.” He
competed in French Ring for over 40
years. I had my first ‘bite’ experience at
age six years old with one of his
experienced dogs—under supervision.
I wore the jacket and took a sleeve
bite. This event, I believe shaped my
life and future.

At age 20, I got my first personal
dog—Demos du banc des Hermelles.
He is the dog who taught me and I
learned more about new ways to train.
He is the dog who shaped me and had
such a great impact on my life. I would
not have achieved the amount of
success in Ring Sport without Demos.

Please give us an outline of what a
dogs need to succeed in ring sport?
First and crucial, a sport dog must have a good natural grip. Meaning a dog
who has an innate desire to bite and grip/hold on equipment from a puppy.
Success is found with a combination of both characteristics and physical
attributes. Including a dog who is mentally strong and capable of handling the
pressure from the decoy plus different environments. Mental stability and
confidence is important because a dog is more capable to handle most forms
of pressure and frustration. Additionally, a dog who is athletic and powerful in
conjunction with the ability to work for his handler too. If it was an easy
combination to find then all dogs would achieve such success in ring sport.

Why do you think there are hardly any Rottweiler owners who choose
this sport?
Throughout my decoy career, I have worked with the Rottweiler breed both in
France and in the USA; but, I do think that it also has to do with the handlers
as well. Ring sport is not the first choice as it does require a certain type of
dog. As with most breeds, there are separations from a “working line” and a
‘“beauty/show line.” This observation and separation is prevalent in most
breeds including the Rottweiler and Malinois breeds. Dependent on the
ultimate goal either be it for working, or actual physical characteristics, is
what a breeder chooses to focus on. The Rottweilers I have experienced in
Ring Sport are usually on the medium to large in size. But, this is not always
the focus as most nonworking breeders are invested in the breed’s physical
character and not what is ideal for their sport capability. Some of the
Rottweilers who I have worked with possessed the necessary qualities for a
Ring Sport dog, but they were leaner and smaller in size.

The Rottweilers I worked who did have a future to be active in Ring Sport
were the smaller and more agile type of the breed. Especially in France. I
witnessed some exceptional Rottweilers who did very well, reaching the
highest level in ring sport (level III).

What advice do you have for people who are interested in Ring Sport?
How does one find
a suitable puppy
prospect?
If one is searching
for a working puppy
prospect, first,
patience and take
your time, research
and study the
different working

lines. Do not become mystified by the multiple titles and levels. Do interact
with the littler and observe the puppies. A reputable breeder should have the
experience to guide you in this process. Ensure that both parents are health
tested and be more focused on the quality of the puppies produced and not
the quantity. Repeat litters, in my opinion, are best not reproduced until the
primary litter has a proven workability rate. Breeding is an art and a science;
much goes into the success of a litter. I commend the breeders who do follow 
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Jackpot vh Burns - beginner training in Ring Sport

such practices. Unfortunately, there are individuals who do produce to the
unknown buyers with fake or forged titles within a discipline that has a very
low membership. Remembering that titles are not the guarantee or the only
reason for a puppy purchase. We see a lot of health issues genetically
related due to lack in health testing and unnecessary breeding. Lastly, do not
purchase a puppy as an impulse.

If you are just interested in Ring Sport, don’t get a puppy right away. Try to
find a club near you and learn more about it before you make an improper
choice.

For people interested in learning more on the sport, where can they
find clubs or trainers who teach the sport?
One can search online and find a lot of information on each discipline of Ring
Sport. Most disciples have a designated site that has a list of the working
clubs. For example, North American Ring Sport Association (NARA
clubs—French Ring) or United States Mondioring Association (USMRA
clubs—Mondioring). Also make sure that you go with a trainer who is actively
competing in the sports taught.

What are the different qualities needed in a sport dog compared to a
police or military dog?
I really believe that a good dog is that, a good dog and should be able to
excel in any activities that you work a dog in. If your dog has the necessary
qualities, along with drive for food and/or prey, plus is receptive to training,
and is environmentally stable, then that dog should be capable of almost
anything. However, needed in each of these disciplines, and including police
and military, is a good and strong bite.

Why is socialization in a young puppy so important?
This concept I don’t agree with fully. Proper socialization is dependent on the
puppy. Every puppy is its own, and each puppy will require a change in your
approach towards exposure and socialization. With regards to a
sport/working dogs, I choose to have a balance between the amount of time
spent as a puppy interacting with me over others. Over-socialization, and
minimal interaction with the handler, can become detrimental to their
relationship. I choose to focus on the puppy’s interaction with me instead of
interacting with everything. It's a combination of both that ultimately in all
environments and around distractions that the puppy’s and handler’s
relationship is not affected. I spend hours playing and hand feeding in public
instead of actual “socializing.” Of course, I let my puppy interact with other
humans and dogs, but it is not the primary focus of proper socialization.

What is the biggest behavioral issue you work with in dogs?
I find the psychology and role it plays with a dog’s workability fascinating. I
grew up with some very intense working Malinois and have much experience
with other breeds. I would say the biggest issue that is usually disguised with
aggression and/or anxiety is fear. A fearful dog will present many more
behavioral issues than a mentally confident or stable dog.

Do you put on workshops?
Yes, at  Marvel K9 we host workshops and I also travel internationally to
share my understanding of ring sport and dog training. Every workshop I
attend and/or teach, I think is important to take and absorb any new
knowledge.

Who are your mentors?
Growing up, I was able to watch and interact with many influential individuals
who have shaped ring sport. Those who I viewed as a mentor are: my father,
he is the reason I am doing all this. There are so many influential people but
some include, Olivier Roussel, Gaetant Pruvot who are for me the best
training decoys I ever have seen.

What do you want to be remembered for?
This question requires its own discussion. Obviously skipping the normal
response, integrity, kindness; but in this moment, the most important things
that I want to be remembered for is that I have always tried to evolve and
continue to learn in all that I have done, dog training included. Especially, as
a contributor along with many others in aiding in the working dogs growth
while maintaining crucial core values.
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                Rottweilers in Holland...    
                                     Photos by Angelique Dalhoven         Adalhoeven71@gmail.com
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Barbara Lloyd herding with her dog, Dori.

Stephanie Inkster & Marvel

Barbara Lloyd & Dori

                          Herding 
                                        By Barbara Lloyd (Canada) 
                                                     DogsDen: Professional Trainer/Instructor available for workshops/seminars

 

dogsden@icloud.com www.dogsden.ca

Herding is a wonderful sport for dogs and handlers. Rottweilers were
originally bred to drive livestock long distances and the instincts are
still there. Herding requires the dog to be calm and confident and to
have an understanding of the different levels of power he has and
when to use them. A good herding dog knows how to find the
balance point to move stock. A great herding dog knows how to turn
stock at the head and then release the pressure and return to
balance. 

One of the biggest challenges in herding with a driving dog is to train
the dog to bring the sheep to the handler and to stay back. Driving
dogs want to have the sheep in front of the handler and themselves;
but, with good training from an experienced all breed herding trainer
like Lynn Leach, of Down River Farms, from Hope, British Columbia,
Canada, you can teach a driving dog to herd sheep to you.

Before you start herding, skills you will want your dog to know are
directionals: go by and away to me. “Go by” is a flank with the dog
moving in a clockwise direction away from you whereas, “away to
me” is the dog moving in a counter clockwise direction away from
you. These directionals can be easily trained with pylons in a big
circle. 

If you imagine the circle as a clock, you can think about the “go by”
as the 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 section of the clock and the “away to
me” section of the clock as the 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 and 12. 

If every number is represented as a pylon in the circle, you can start
by having a food dish on the floor at 12. If you have your dog at the
first pylon on the right, which would be 1, you release your dog and
let them go to the 12 pylon and eat a treat in the dish. Repeat this a
few times. When you know the dog is going to go for the dish, you
can start saying “away to me”.

After a few repetitions of the dog going from 1 to 12 in a
counterclockwise direction, start backing up to 2 and have the dog
going from 2-12 in a counterclockwise direction working your way to
6. Once your dog can go from 6 past pylons 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 to 12
staying on the outside, then it’s time to train the other side of the
clock, the “go by”.

To train the “go by”, start at pylon 11 and send the dog to 12. Work
your way back further and further until you can send your dog from
pylon 6 past pylons 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 to pylon 12.

Once your dog has mastered each 1/2 of the clock, start fading out
the pylons. First remove pylons 11 and 1. Then remove pylons 5 and
7. Then remove pylons 2 and 10. Then remove pylons 4 and 8.
Finally, remove pylons 3 and 9.

If, at any point in the training, the dog cuts in through the circle,
withhold the reward.

Another skill the dog needs for herding is good loose leash walking
skills. It is very important for the dog to approach the field, or the
pen, that the stock are in on a loose leash. Tight leashes build
adrenaline and good herding is low key.
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The next skill your dog will need is a rock solid “down”.
Good herding instructors want their students to down their
dog prior to opening the gate and down the dog again
once inside the gate. This allows the handler to assess the
stock and make a plan. Another reason for a solid down is
it is a good behavior to have on the dog when things start
to go haywire with the stock. If the dog is chasing the
stock, a command of “down” can bring some calm into the
situation.

The other behavior a dog needs is “that will do”. This is a
command that means for the dog to leave the stock and
return to the handler. This command is generally paired
with the handler patting her thigh. It means “come here”.
 
The last behavior you will want is a bomb proof is “stand
stay”. This is a good behavior for penning and unpenning
stock. If the dog can stand still and hold the stock it makes
it easier for the dog; otherwise, the dog must down a lot
more and the repetitive up/down is tiring for a big dog.

In Canada, all dogs can compete in Canadian Kennel
Club (CKC) herding as long as they have a CKC
registration number. Titles that can be earned are:
Herding Novice Tested, Herding Tested (H.T.), Herding
Started (H.S.), Herding Intermediate (H.I.), Herding
Advanced (H.A.), Stock Dog, Herding Tending Titles,
Herding Excellent. I compete with my dog, All Canadian
Dori Time. This past summer we qualified in 6/6 runs.

 The American Kennel Club has a full list of herding titles
to be earned as well. 

The other great thing about herding is that it builds a great
relationship between you and your dog. 
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Ztp of San Cesareo         
Roma, Italy       September 22, 2019          
Judge of Morphology: Dr. Mario Buonfrate          Judge of Character: Dr. Massimo Floris                             
Protection helper: Valentini Piero          Trial Secretary ENCI: Irene Bendoni                               
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Will vh Neubrand

Argos vd Teufelspratze

Goran v Fuhrenblick

Igor v Eisplatz II

Karlo vd Urbacher Höhe

Pablo vh Neubrand Query v Türnleberg

Quai vd Königskanzel Query v Türnleberg

Will vh Neubrand                 

Quai vd Königskanzel              

Will vh Neubrand Pearl vh Neubrand

BG Allgäu-Bodensee - IGP Trial                          
                   October 19-20, 2019          Judge: Heiner Pellenwessel (ADRK)                                     

Apprentice Judge:  Jörg Mastenbrock (ADRK)
               Protection helpers: Yener Yüksel, Patrick Kessler & Oliver Neubrand                              

          Photos: Susi Segeroth & Klaus Klammer          

Argos vd Teufelspratze

Luciano du Clos Lenka

Goran v Fuhrenblick
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Hassi iz Tverskogo Doma

Balak vh Anin - BOB              René Külzer & Ute Oestermann-Hugo

Gollum v Tanneneck

Balak vh Anin - BOB

Kija Flash Rouse

Boa vh Lazic

Wagner vh Zschammer

Yan vd Reuthwiese

49. ADRK Klubsieger-Zuchtschau 
August 31 & September 1, 2019              Bückeburg, Germany    

                                Judges: Peter Friedrich, Ramona Radtke, Anton Spindler & Siegmund Trebschuh
Photos: Phang Photos     PhangPhotos@yahoo.com         www.facebook.com/PhangPhotos                

Erica America iz Tverskogo Doma

Deik vh Aleks

Ercole Black Lion

Boss vh Kigen
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Gollum v Tanneneck

Giulia vd Burg WeibertreuHeizelwood Puma          Alis vh Rottik Utzy vd Bleichstrasse Nafaka House of Stanisic Lufi

Varus vd BleichstrassePablo vd Bleichstrasse

49. ADRK Klubsieger-Zuchtschau 
August 31 & September 1, 2019              Bückeburg, Germany    
Judges: Peter Friedrich, Ramona Radtke, Anton Spindler & Siegmund Trebschuh
Photos: Phang Photos     PhangPhotos@yahoo.com         www.facebook.com/PhangPhotos                
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Midskovgaards Chakira

Fanny ad WildnisRick vd Crossener Ranch

Amay vh Nodil

Volturi iz Doma Torra

Olga v Germmany

Varus

Swabia Tito

Gin v Thrudvangar

Ullcnice Terezsky Dvur Kaja v Herrenholz Mrki of Batoni

49. ADRK Klubsieger-Zuchtschau 
August 31 & September 1, 2019              Bückeburg, Germany    
Judges: Peter Friedrich, Ramona Radtke, Anton Spindler & Siegmund Trebschuh
Photos: Phang Photos     PhangPhotos@yahoo.com         www.facebook.com/PhangPhotos                

Glenn v Blauen Stahl

Yucca
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Deik vh Aleks Fensy vd Maxi Rott Jessi vd Tonberger Hohe

Fast Dodge

Casia vh DrobnyCrathos Ares v AzlaragEden vd Südpfalz

Hakima vd Ellwanger Bergen

49. ADRK Klubsieger-Zuchtschau 
August 31 & September 1, 2019              Bückeburg, Germany    
Judges: Peter Friedrich, Ramona Radtke, Anton Spindler & Siegmund Trebschuh
Photos: Phang Photos     PhangPhotos@yahoo.com         www.facebook.com/PhangPhotos                

Morpheus vh Neubrand

Giulia vd Burg Weibertreu
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49. ADRK Klubsieger-Zuchtschau 
August 31 & September 1, 2019              Bückeburg, Germany    
Judges: Peter Friedrich, Ramona Radtke, Anton Spindler & Siegmund Trebschuh
Photos: Phang Photos     PhangPhotos@yahoo.com         www.facebook.com/PhangPhotos                
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Armani vd Terra Sigillata      Viktor vd Crossener RanchNitro v Brandauerweg

Baron v Weiltal Hasko v Kronenberg

L-R: Oliver Neubrand & Edgar HellmannArmani vd Terra Sigillata                   

Easy v Vilstaler Land

Buddy vd Terra Sigillata

Doro v Wotansdamm Bottega v Weiltal

Poker v Wilden Westen

Nitro v Brandauerweg

Morpheus vh Neubrand

BG Allgäu-Bodensee - Ztp                             
                                Germany       June 22, 2019          Judge: Edgar Hellmann (ADRK)                            

                             Protection helpers: Yener Yüksel & Oliver Neubrand                               
        Photos: Susi Segeroth & Klaus Klammer           
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Oliver Neubrand

Yener Yüksel

Easy v Vilstaler Land Doro v Wotansdamm

Bottega v Weiltal Viktor vd Crossener Ranch

Poker v Wilden Westen

Nitro v Brandauerweg

Morpheus vh Neubrand Hasko v Kronenberg

Buddy vd Terra Sigillata

Baron v Weiltal

Viktor vd Crossener Ranch             

BG Allgäu-Bodensee - Ztp                             
                  Germany       June 22, 2019          Judge: Edgar Hellmann (ADRK)                            

                      Protection helpers: Yener Yüksel & Oliver Neubrand                               
  Photos: Susi Segeroth & Klaus Klammer           

Edgar Hellmann

Armani vd Terra Sigillata
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Alfie & Vonkseel Freya passing both 
Level 1 & 2 BRSDC Working Tests

                           Interview with Alfie King (England)
                                      Interviewed by Jane Mitchelmore      
                                 

kellyking1@live.co.uk https://kelandazrottweilers.weebly.com

Please tell us about yourself & your dog.
My name is Alfie King I am 15 years old. I started junior
handling and obedience five years ago with one of our
dogs, Nala. I really enjoyed the discipline and the sense of
achievement when training and wanted to push myself to
learn more. I started training with my girl, Vonkassel Freya,
for the BRSDC Working Tests. To date, we have passed
both level 1 and 2 and we are currently training for level 3.

What made you decide to train with your dog? 
I love this breed and their willingness to work and please.
Freya loves to work and seeing her enjoy training made
me want to train more and more.

How often do you train with your dog?
Two to three times a week.

What training methods do you use?
Unfortunately, I do not attend a club so all training has
been done myself. Training has to be fun, I use food
rewards at first and then verbal praise. Training always
ends in play and fun.

Who has helped you or inspired you with your
training?
I have seen Paul Rekert of Vonkassel Kennel train and
compete with Newgen Aiken and Wanda vom hause
Neubrand ll. It’s great to watch and inspires me to do well. I
have be lucky that Paul, his father Alan, and Gavin Buck
have giving me training advice and encouragement.

Do you have any future ambitions with training and
competing with Rottweilers?
I will continue to train Vonkassel Freya and I am hoping to
gain her BH. If I pass, I think I may be the youngest person
to achieve this in the UK. I would really like to be a Helper
as well one day. Possibly later on in life I’d like to be able to
work with the dogs in the British army or in the police force.

Have you attended any competitions?
I have spectated at the BRSDC Nationals where I saw all
levels of IGP. I have participated in the BRSDC Working
Tests. I have also handled our other dog Kelandaz
Baroness at the 2019 BRSDC Klubsieger where she was V
Rated under judge Miran Mars.

Did you enjoy it?
I really enjoyed it. To watch some great handler and dog
teams is very inspiring.

Tell us a little bit about the BRSDC Working Tests and how they have encouraged you to
train for a BH with Vonkassel Freya?
The BRSDC tries to host the Working Tests throughout the year. The working tests are now titles
recognized by the BRSDC. The working tests offers owners to take part in basic entry level tests
where the handler and their dog get to showcase and test their ability and potential to train and work
together in basic obedience routines. There are 3 levels to the Working Tests which are a break
down of the BH rountine. As Freya and I passed levels 1 and 2, it has given me encouragement and
confidence in our ability to pass a BH.

Why do you think it is important for young people to train with their dogs?
Myself and other young people are the next generation of trainers and breeders. It’s important for us
to understand and have the knowledge of the Rottweiler as a complete working dog.
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Rajeena litter sistersClyzan Seven Seas of Rhye Ubersein Rip Snorter

Blackcombe Peaky Blinder Czarkym Giahinni Emerey Unwritten Law

L-R: Runner Up Best in Show & Best in Show Stambakai I Am Billie Jean - BIS Oscelly Alfonso - Runner Up BIS

Blackcombe Winterfell

Hegestrauch Paz

 Stevmar Superstitious Svawill Wenna  Vomschatz Archie Clyzan this is Me

Rottweiler Club of Victoria
64th Championship Show           

                              Judge: Carsten Henrikson (Denmark)                     November 1-3, 2019
                              Photos: Joanne Daisy Swanson           Darkcide@bigpond.com

 Czarkym Don't Stop Believing Rakaaz Bodhi
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Stambakai I Am Billie Jean - BISConnalpie Piave Darkgypsy Young Gun Creed Deitzrot Heart Of Horatio

Jemblade I Am The One Kagiso Moja Na Ya Pekee

  Kohlzhund No Questions Asked

Luthcridhe Your My Best Friend Oberschoen Gabe Ubersein Strikes Again

Chanelle & Ceasar

Clyzan Seven Deadly Sins

Starkehre Neverending Story Luthcridhe Arya Eclipsen Darkside Of the Moon Rajeena Deja Vu

Rottweiler Club of Victoria
64th Championship Show           
Judge: Carsten Henrikson (Denmark)                     November 1-3, 2019
Photos: Joanne Daisy Swanson           Darkcide@bigpond.com

  

Kohlzhund Superfreak
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Ubersein Good as Gold Ubersein Misty Blue

Rajeena Deja Vu Oberschoen Hot to Trot Zessinhuf Cenzie

Zennhaus VZ Fury

Petrovrotti Charlotte Bear

Vomschatz Zarah Zennhaus VZ FalkoOberschoen Little Bewdy Rakaaz Bombora

Rossarott Maximum WasabeeRakaaz Quintessential Stambakai I Am London

Ubersein Get A Grip

Rottweiler Club of Victoria
64th Championship Show           
Judge: Carsten Henrikson (Denmark)                     November 1-3, 2019
Photos: Joanne Daisy Swanson           Darkcide@bigpond.com
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2019 RTW Klub Slovenska - Club Show (Slovakia)       
May 25, 2019                   Photos: Liv Turan      
Judge: Srdjan Knezevic (Serbia)
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2019 RTW Klub Slovenska - Club Show (Slovakia)                          
May 25, 2019                   Photos: Liv Turan      
Judge: Srdjan Knezevic (Serbia)
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Paco, my police dog

Vigge vom Sofienbusch

Middle: 2015 ADRK FH2 Championships - Jens Borger &
Quentin v Avalon - Jens pictured winning his FIRST 
ADRK DM FH with Quentin at the age of 7 years old

                           Interview with Jens Borger (Germany)        
                                     Interviewed by Jane Mitchelmore
                                    

redbo@gmx.de

Please tell us about yourself. 
My name is Jens Borger and I am 45 years old. I am married and live with my lovely wife,
Annabelle, in Bochum, a city with about 365,000 inhabitants in the West of Germany. I am a police
officer in Germany since 1994 and for the past 10 years I have been a K9 handler for the police. My
police dog is a Malinois called "Paco". My dog rides in my police vehicle and is also a drug detection
dog. Since my time as a K9 handler, I have gone to several training courses and I have also
became a trainer and judge for police dogs in the Police K9 business in North Rhine-Westphalia.

Why do you prefer a Malinois for police dog?
I don’t prefer one special breed for the police. But, in Germany, the Malinois is very popular as a
police dog, because of their really outstanding working dog properties. I think there are about 85%
Malinois and Hollandse Herder as police service dogs in North Rhine-Westphalia. But, besides
these dogs there are also some good German Shepherd Dogs and Rottweilers. Every working dog
breed has its benefits. Paco was my first police dog so I could not choose the breed. I wanted my
Rottweiler, Quentin von Avalon, to be a police dog. But, it was not possible because when I became
a K9 officer, Quentin was very young as he was only about 1.5 years old. So he was not mentally
ready. The police force bought a Malinois and so Paco became my police dog. Paco is not my
dog—he belongs to the department. When this dog reaches 7-8 years old, then I will have the
opportunity to get a puppy and train as my next police dog. This way, the puppy will be two years old
when the oldest dog, Paco, is ready to retire. 

How did you get introduced to the
Rottweiler?
I heard about dog sport from my friend
Henrik Richter. Thirteen years ago, I
started dog sport with a female Rottweiler,
Vigge vom Sofienbusch. My wife and I
bought her as a puppy and it was our first
sport dog. My friend Henrik is also a police
officer with a K9 in Germany and he bred
the litter. I picked a female because she
was the last dog left in my friend's litter.
Henrik told me he had one puppy left, so I
bought it. My friend and I then joined a local
dog sport training group. Vigge was a very
dominant dog, not easy to handle. She had
much aggression and was very suspicious
from her character. But, she is a very good
Rottweiler bitch—loyal and faithful to her
family and she made several pretty good IPO 3 trials with my wife, Annabelle,
after I picked up Quentin as a puppy. 
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Quentin v Avalon & Olis. Olis was Paco’s successor and was an outstanding
police dog who died in police service at the age of 2.5 years old. 

Quentin - pictured at  8 weeks old with his new friend Vigge

Please tell us about your training group.
I first joined an ADRK group, BG Dortmund-Bövinghausen,
and also I trained in a DVG club. I am now only a member of
the ADRK main club. Although I am also a member of the
DVG, I don't train there because to compete, I wanted to train
with specific people who compete at a high level. So the
group of people who I train with is a small training group of
3-4 people and we train several times a week so we have to
look how we have to work.  We train obedience and
protection together. I go tracking by myself and also
sometimes with people in this group but usually I go tracking
by myself or with my wife Annabelle. 

For the past three years, my very good friend and training
partner, Markus Ludwigs, and I have trained with some
people in Canada and we train with their group. The first year,
we trained in Newfoundland (St. Johns) and the last two years
in Nova Scotia (Halifax). This group of Canadian people are
very motivated. Kristie Hillier a very talented dog sport women
from this group and she has a Rottweiler bitch who is a very
good tracking dog. Every time, it is a super nice experience to
train with this nice group of people from the East Coast
Working Dog Club (Halifax/Windsor). I am very thankful to be
invited to put on these yearly seminars with my friend Markus.
He’s an awesome dog sport trainer and handler with much of
experience and one oft he best helpers in dog sport I’ve ever
seen. Markus is the guy I trust and train my dogs both for dog
sport and for the K9 service.

What made you decide to pick the Rottweiler as your
breed?
That happened randomly. My friend, Henrik Richter, is a
Rottweiler breeder, so I met his dogs. My wife and I loved the
character of these dogs from the beginning. They are very
nice dogs. One day, Henrik asked us to take a Rottweiler
puppy from his breed. He had one bitch left from his litter.
And so we got our first Rottweiler. That was Vigge vom
Sofienbusch. From that day forward, the Rottweiler became
our favourite breed. 

Over the past couple of years, the Rottweiler breeders in
Germany are going back to really good sport dogs and there
are now many really high drive dogs in Germany. I think the
Rottweiler must be a working dog but he must also look like a
Rottweiler and not like a Doberman. This is a difficult task for
our ADRK breeders to find the right way between beauty and
sport. They have a really great responsibility to maintain the
breed standard. But the Rottweiler must have the working
characteristics. My next sport dog will be a Rottweiler again!
This is my favorite breed!!!

Are you a breeder?
No.

When did you realize Quentin was special and what did
you see?
Henrik and I promised ourselves a lot from this connection.
The father of Quentin was Festus vom Herrenholz, an
absolutely outstanding Rottweiler male. One of the most
impressive and dominant dogs I’ve ever seen and worked
with—a very serious dog. Festus was Henrik’s first K9. The
mother of Quentin was Isa von Avalon—also a very good
sport dog with a nice character.

I knew Quentin was special from the first time I saw him with
5 or 6 weeks. The whole litter was a very good and high drive
litter. The puppies were very lively. I was looking for the
puppy who was very lively but not too big. I did not want to
have a big dog with 50-60 kg, because I wanted to make dog
sport with him and perhaps make him a police dog. For police
service, and also for sport, it is not good, if the dog is so large
and heavy. When looking at the puppies, I was looking at the
puppy who did not care about his environment and who was
self-confident. This is the most important as the puppy must
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be very sure of his environment, must have
good self-confidence, and must be lively.
The puppy I like is not the puppy who only
wants to go to the people and wants the
people pet him. I am not looking for this
kind of dog. I more likely to look for the
puppy who is sure of himself and who is a
little bit outside and watches his littermates.
I look for a puppy with both high food drive
and high prey drive.

Please tell us Quentin’s story.
We picked him up when he was 8 weeks
old from the breeder. For the first 3 months,
I made many environmental things like
showing him different places, showing him
different animals and going to different
locations—through the forest, into the
stadium, into the subway—different
grounds—into buildings with slippery floors,
things like this. I also started clicker training
with him. The first thing I taught Quentin
was to sit, platz, come, etc. The most
important thing for me to teach him was for
him to have fun with me and to learn in a
positive way. I started tracking with him
when he was 3-4 months old. The first time,
I put some food in the garden and on the
grass, showed him the food was there and
then he went looking for the food in the
grass and the garden. This was the first
time I let him track searching for food. I did
this twice and then I started in the tracking
grounds with making the scent pad. I made
a scent pad 1 metre x 1 metre and put
down food and let him search for it. I did
this only a couple of times. Then I started
teaching him tracking. I put food in every
step. I made the track so it was like a
trench and no break between the footsteps.
I do not go straight. I always go in curves
because of the speed. Most dogs have
high speed because they were trained high
speed. If you have a high drive dog with
good food drive, all the dog thinks is—food,

food, food. This type of dog also needs to be a little bit calm on the tracking
ground because the judges do not want to see the speed, especially on an
FH dog. The other problem is that the more speed the dog has, the more
mistakes the dog can make. If there are corners, and the dog is going fast,
he will miss the corners and things like this. For this reason, I do not go
straight, and only go curves, so that I can take away the speed of the dogs.
There are people who begin a puppy train making tracks that are circles. I
think this method came from Marco Dreyer, who owns German Shepherd
Dogs. He is a well known and very good dog sport guy and two times FCI
world champion in FH. As far as I know, he makes big circles for the puppies
in the beginning. He does this because he wants the puppy to search in all
directions because when the wind comes from the front, the puppy has to go
into the wind, or with the wind behind, or with the wind from the side. By
teaching circles, the puppy learns to never have a problem with wind change
and although you take the speed away. Normally, people go straight, make
corners, and then go straight. Some people also go diagonal because it gives
the dog a different experience. I train a dog to track step-to-step from the
beginning. I give the dog as much different things as I can. I go to many
different grounds to track. Many people begin and track for one or two years
on grass in one location. I do not do this. I track on grass with the puppy and I
track on dirt with the puppy. It depends on the puppy as to how many
different locations I go to. It depends on how good is the puppy and how fast
he is learning. I do this for about one year and I start making the tracks longer
and longer and longer. Always, only in curves and then I start putting in some
corners. After the corners, I get back into curves again.  Between the curves, I make some small straight lines - but not so many. 
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Quentin 8 weeks old - arrived at his new homeQuentin 8 weeks old - tough boy

My family (L-R) Anna, Lucy, Jens & Quentin
Beach photos by: Naomi Höner 

I love this dog.

Best buddies.

Quentin - 10 ½ years old at a beach in Denmark.

What qualities must a dog have in order to be
capable of passing an FH2? 
Most important thing is, of course, food drive.
Every dog can be trained so he can pass an FH.
But if the dog has no food drive, it is very difficult,
as the food drive must be developed. Quentin is
2x ADRK FH2 Champion. Quentin is almost 12
years old (he was born 28-March-2008) and he
loves food. He now gets his food in a bowl. As he
was a puppy and a young dog, he got all his food
by working for it. Quentin has very high food drive
so I can give him a normal portion of food and 2
hours later I can track and he will track. He has so
much working drive. But, if you have a dog who
does not want the food, or a dog who takes a little
bit of food but not all, or a dog who is not so
hungry, then the dog is not hungry enough to go tracking. The relationship between your dog and you gets better if the dog only gets
food when he makes something for you. In this way, you will create a kind of dependence. When I was teaching Quentin as a young
dog, he only got food for working. 

How often do you track when preparing for an FH or FH2 trial? 
My training program is for the whole year. The entire year, I go tracking one
or two times a week whenever possible. In Germany, we do not have a lot of
tracking grounds. It is green here but the farmers do not want us to go on the
grass and also not on the dirt. I have one farmer whose fields I am allowed to
use, if they are not sown. Otherwise, I track in parks, I track in the forest, I
track on grass, I track anywhere I can. Quentin makes good results, because
I also track him in the forest. I taught him to cross roads, to cross small
streams, to track in sand and things like this. He has experienced all ground
types and he tracks everywhere.   

How to teach a dog to track on asphalt?
I do this only for one or two meters to cross a street or a way. In the
beginning, I put food on every step. Later, if the dog learned to solve
problems on his own, I reduce the food and then leave it away. So it is like a
track break. I track only very short distances because tracking on asphalt is
another form of tracking. It is not really tracking (more trailing) because if you
track you are disturbing ground. On asphalt, the dog learns to follow other
things—not the bacteria that are disturbed in normal grass or dirt when laying
the track. 

Please give an outline of your training program on how you get your
dog ready to trial at an FH Championship?
A few weeks before, I start tracking 3-4 days a week. How much I track
depends a little bit how the dog is—if he is healthy and in shape. I watch my
dog and what his activity level is. I make all different tracks. For example, one
week I would make two normal or longer FH2 tracks and two not so long,
more technical tracks. One day, if the dog has a problem with articles, then I
make an article track or I make a track with little techniques and much
articles. I always train the dog and work on the problems the dog has. If he
has problems with sharp corners, then I train sharp corners. I only go 10-20
metres and make 10-15 short corners. I train the problems the dog has
actually. The last week before the competition I reduce the intense level and
bring Quentin into a comfort zone to increase the motivation level.

What advice would you give to people who want to attempt an FH or
FH2 with their dog?
To teach a dog tracking for an FH is a long process, not made in a few
weeks. You have to be careful and patiently. In the beginning you put food in
every step so that the dog learns to track from one footstep to the NEXT
footstep to the NEXT footstep. And in this way, the dog learns also the
connection between the footstep (that disturbs the ground and releases
bacteria) and the food in it (Classical Conditioning). The speed is also very
important factor. I like to calm the dog down. I build up rituals in the
beginning. For example, the first time a puppy makes a track and if the puppy
has very high food drive, the dog has much fun tracking and he becomes
more and more motivated to track. With this type of dog, it is hard to keep the
dog calm as he is so concentrated on finding food. This is why I teach the dog
to track from footstep to footstep. I always keep the leash very short and
close to the dog so that I can control that the dog only goes from one step to
the next step and does not skip steps and go from the 1st to the 3rdor the 1st
to the 4th or the 1st to the 6th. When the dog skips, the dog begins to run and
then you will become a speed problem. Before the tracking begins, I always
make a ritual at the tracking location.  But not with the puppy or with the very
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Unbelievable dog - obedience at the
beach at 10 ½ years old.

Focused.

Quentin and his boss, Lucy.

My big loves - Anna and Quentin.

young dog. At first, I want the dog to be motivated so that he wants to track as soon as he
realizes we will be tracking. I make the dog lay down a few metres from the track for several
minutes. This way, the dog can take in the smell of the tracking grounds, the dog calms down,
the dog starts thinking of tracking and becomes concentrated. I give the dog a little bit of food.
Then, when the dog is ready, I start the track. The dog learns to take in the smell very
intensively and becomes very concentrated. And if the dog has learned from the beginning to
track step-to-step the dog will stay concentrated on the track. This is why Quentin won two
ADRK Championships.

Quentin has competed at the following championships with the following results:

• ADRK IPO German Championship 2014 - 16th place - 270 points (99-81-90) - SG
• ADRK FH German Championship 2015 - 1st place - 96 points - V
• VDH German Championship IPO-FH 2016 - 16th place - 178 points (87-91) - G
• ADRK FH German Championship 2016 - 12th place - 23 points - M
• ADRK FH German Championship 2017 - 2nd place - 97 points - V
• VDH German Championship FH 2018 - 28th place - 5 points (0-5) - M

Only a few dogs passed at this competition, because of bad weather circumstances
• ADRK FH German Championship 2018 - 1st place - 97 points - V
• VDH German Championship FH 2019 - 9th place - 181 points (93-88) - SG
• IFR World Championship FH 2019 - No Placement - 8 points - M

NO DOG passed at this competition, because of bad weather circumstances
• ADRK FH German Championship 2019 - 3rd place - 96 points - V
 

Why do you like tracking?
Because I have a very very good tracker …hahahahah. But honestly, Quentin is a high drive
Rottweiler with an enormous working drive and an outstanding genetics. A friend from the DVG
club I trained, Wolfgang Bauer, has been in dogsport for many years. He was the man I made
my first steps in tracking. I trained with him tracking the first two or three years that I was in dog
sport and he taught me a lot. I got all the basics and very good tips from Wolfgang. He tracked a
lot with me and Quentin and taught me also how to lay tracks. I think that is the reason why I like
it. 

What is the most difficult thing to teach a dog in tracking and why?
To teach a dog to track slow and concentrated. Most dogs who have problems, have problems
because of the speed. Speed kills. It kills the concentration. It is important for the dog to take
every step and not skip steps. The most common mistake handlers make is not teaching the dog
track step-to-step.  

How do you teach article indication? Do you teach it on the track?
No. I teach articles off the track. I teach with a clicker. I teach it at home in a room. I take an
article. Hold it and when the dog goes to the article and touches it with his nose, I click. Then I
give him food. I do this hundreds and thousands of times. The next step is I place the article on
the floor. Then when he touches his nose to the article on the ground, I click and feed. First, I
condition behaviour I want the dog to give me on the articles with a clicker and then I start using
the articles on the track. I often use the shaping of behaviour. The dog must offer behaviour. I
click, the dog then gets the food. I teach many things with the clicker. The dogs will show me
behaviour they have learned to get their food. I let the dog make his own choices. I wait for the
dog to offer me the behaviour that I want to have. The dog shows me this behaviour. I then click
and the dog knows "super, this is what he wants from me". This way of learning for the dog is
the easiest and most sustainable one. I teach all words to the dog using the shaping of
behaviour—sit, platz, voran—all the commands for obedience. With this method, the dog has to
think about it and offer the behaviour I want to have. The dog starts to think and gets to the
solution on his own so the dog learns to solve problems on his own and doesn`t get in conflicts.
This is a much better way of training because when a dog learns this way, the dog remembers
better and learns faster if they do it on their own compared to the handler showing the dog
something. First I teach the dog "sit" and "platz" using the clicker. Then I start to teach the
articles. I have already taught the dog to go to the article for the click. I hold the article and when
the dog touches the article with his nose one time, then I can put the article on the ground and
the dog can very quickly with his nose to the ground. Then I throw it on the ground. For a
minute, the dog thinks "what do I have to do now?" If the dog turns to the article then I go to the
direction to the article. Then, the dog starts to do it on his own. I do not tell the dog to lay down
and touch the article. The dog learns to this on his own. 

Where do you use food when teaching a corner?
The first corner I build in when the dog has tracked for approximately six months old. I do not
make sharp corners in the very beginning. I make curves, then straight, then a corner. Food is in
every footstep even in the corner. I do this for one year or a little bit longer than one year
depending on the dog. I only start taking food away when the dog is really sure and can make
step x step. The dog must be transitioned away from food slowly. At first just by skipping one
step, then by skipping two steps, then by skipping three steps etc. I pyramid track. That is very important. Example of what pyramid
tracking is. Food drop in steps 1, 3, 5, 7, 5, 3, 1, 1, 3 etc. If the dog is as sure, that he needs no food on the track, then I start to
leaving food out at the corners.
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Rotti power.

Without words - my boy!

How do your tracks change as your dog
advances?
I do tracks with no food only once the dog is very
concentrated on the track. Quentin is a high drive dog
but he is also very obedient. He always wants to work.
He is not so dependent on the food. He has high food
drive but if I tell him now you have to track without food
he will say "ok, I will do it." 
 
What advice do you have to people who want to
learn how to track their dog?
Most people make the mistake of taking away the food
too early. The dogs who are not settled, or who are not
ready and they need more time with food to get sure
have problems if the food is taken away too early. 

What Rottweilers in the past have impressed you
and why?
For tracking it is my friend's dog "Nando Störtebecker"
(Nadine Möller). Nando is a phenomenal tracker, this
is because of his very good genetics and the way

Nadine and her team trained him. They did a lot oft things right in training. I love the way he is tracking, very self-confident, calm,
concentrated and without any conflicts. He’s very similar to Quentin. He learned to solve problems on the track on his own without
getting nervous or unsure! Nando was a very good IPO dog before his injury.

Other IPO Rottweilers who impressed me:
Boss vom Kriegsdamm (Jörg Schwabe). Boss was a very impressing Rottweiler. I competed with Jörg Schwabe and him together at
the ADRK IPO German Championship 2014. At the end of this competition, they have been very deserving the German Champions.
He made an outstanding obedience part and was also very good in protection work. Phenomanal IPO Rottweiler. 

Elch vom Heltorfer Forst (Paul-Dieter Viehoff). Elch was an awesome dog. Unbelievable working drive in all three parts of IPO. He
was ADRK IPO German Champion in 2013. Absolutely outstanding working dog. 

Django vom Rottberg (Jolita Driessen) - Django is a son of Elch and very high drive like his father. He is the only Rottweiler who
passed the KNPV-PH1 in the Netherlands. Brutal fast dog with very hard and full grips. 

Bullweih vom Schandpfahl (Stephan Weber) - Another awesome Rottweiler with unbelievable working drive! He was marching
either it was 0 degree Celsius or 35 degree Celsius! He always wanted to work! One of the high drive Rottweilers with so much
broadcasting. This list is incomplete. These are only a few of many pretty good Rottweilers. There are so many more, which I would
have to name.

Who are your mentors?
For sure concerning the dog sport it is my friend Markus Ludwigs. Markus has been doing dog sport for more than 20 years and he
trained with people like Jürgen (Jogi) Zank and Knut Fuchs. He is a very good trainer, dog handler and an excellent decoy and helper.
I love his way to train young dogs and built them up in protection work. He did an unbelievable job with all my dogs we trained
together! Awesome guy and very good friend! 

Concerning the K9 part I have to call Peter Kuchta (K9 Trainer/Judge at the Police Departement Bochum) and his mentor Andreas
"Burli" Preckel (K9 Trainer/Judge at the Police Departement Münster). Both are very good and two of the best K9 instructors. Andreas
Preckel gives courses for many K9 Units and locations in Germany and worldwide, also for K9 special forces. He revolutionized the

service dog system in North Rhine-Westphalia and
beyond that with his big knowledge and experience as
a special forces K9 handler and trainer for more than
20 years. I learned everything from these two guys.
And the knowledge they taught me was not only about
K9. I was able to integrate many of these things into
the dog sport. The whole cynologie thing including the
latest scientific findings of learning behaviour of dogs I
learned from these two guys and from Ms. Dr. Esther
Schalke (Veterinarian and Behavioural Researcher at
the University of Hannover).

What do you want to be remembered for?
I do not want to be remembered for anything. I only
want Quentin to be remembered as that what he
is…an awesome and absolutely outstanding
Rottweiler! I am so happy to do this interview because
Quentin is such a wonderful dog. He is not only an
awesome sport dog, but he is also a wonderful family
dog. And, I am very proud that TTRM is interested in
my dog and that TTRM  will make this interview on this
dog. It makes me very happy.
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Judge: Gyeongtae Kim 

                           Allgameiner Korea Rottweiler Klub (AKRK)
                           Klub Sieger Show (South Korea)
                                     October 19, 2019                       Judge: Gyeongtae Kim
                                   

www.facebook.com/allgameinerkorearottweilerklub

It has been almost 20 years since AKRK started as
the unified association of Rottweiler enthusiasts in
Korea. As the name stands for, AKRK has made
great efforts to follow the big mother club, ADRK,
in Germany. In 2000, the AKRK implemented the
South Korean Ztp called the KZTP. This is the
Breed Suitability Test which contains almost the
same requirements as the ADRK, including

passing hips and passing elbows. The AKRK
regularly holds tests for KZTP, BH and IGP. The
test results are recorded in the AKRK Dog Data
Base system of the club and are shown on AKRK's
prestigious pedigrees. 

Each year since 2001, the AKRK has held two big
exhibitions—the Bundes Show in the spring and
the Klub Sieger Show in in the autumn. In the early
2000s, it was not unusual for many of the shows to
have over 100 entries registered for the show.
Often the klub had to two judges from ADRK to
judge the exhibition. Amongst passionate members
of AKRK, a few have become FCI judges. These
judges judge local events in South Korea and they also are invited to judge Rottweiler
Specialty Shows in many other countries. 

AKRK members are very proud of AKRK magazine which has been published twice a year since 2001.It is a famous periodical among
hundreds of Asian Rottweiler fanatics. This magazine is valuable to the people who look for updates of the club and stunning
Rottweiler in South Korea. If you are planning to visit South Korea in April or October, do not miss out the chance to see and enjoy the
precious moments with Korean Rottweiler lovers at the AKRK Rottweiler Specialty Shows.
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Allgameiner Korea Rottweiler Klub (AKRK)
Klub Sieger Show (South Korea)                          
October 19, 2019                    Judge: Gyeongtae Kim    
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                        2019 SJRK Fall Sieger Show, BST & Ztp                    
                       Hosted by San Joaquin Rottweiler Klub               Lodi, California                  
                                Judge: Chris Window (England)      November 9 & 10, 2019                                         
            Photos: Jane Mitchelmore            Info@totalrottweilermagazine.com 
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                        2019 SJRK Fall Sieger Show, BST & Ztp                    
                       Hosted by San Joaquin Rottweiler Klub               Lodi, California                  
                                Judge: Chris Window (England)      November 9 & 10, 2019                                         
            Photos: BR Rott Photography     www.facebook.com/BR-Rott-Photography-1938826169773423    
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                        Workshop with Joel Monroe                    
                       Hosted by San Joaquin Rottweiler Klub               Lodi, California                  
                                November 8, 2019                                        
            Photos: Jane Mitchelmore            Info@totalrottweilermagazine.com 
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UK CH Hanbar Nula
an influential female in the Hanbar Kennel

UK CH Hanbar Nula

UK CH Hanbar Delta, the first tailed Rottweiler 
Champion in the UK

Head shot of Matcho

                           Interview with Chris Window (England)
                                                Rottweiler Specialist Judge
                                     Interviewed by Jane Mitchelmore      
                                 

window.hanbar@btinternet.com www.facebook.com/chris.window.77

Please us about yourself.
I am 65 years old. I have been retired for nine years. I was a police officer in London
and I went down the detective route focusing on criminal investigation and this
included working on murder squads, etc. In the later part of my career, I turned my
attention to environmental crime and this ranged from large scale waste crime to
regulation and enforcement at nuclear power stations. 

My wife, Norma, and I have been Rottweiler breeders in the UK for 37 years and I
have been a Championship Show judge of the breed for 26 years. I have been
fortunate to judge Rottweilers in numerous countries worldwide and at the prestigious
Crufts Dog Show in 2012. Norma is also a Rottweiler judge and was the first of us to
be an enthusiast of the breed.  

How were you introduced to the Rottweiler?
Norma went on a school trip when she was about 17 years old to Denmark. One of
the border guards had a Rottweiler and she was really impressed with this dog. She
did some research and decided that when she could have a dog of her own it would
be a Rottweiler. When Norma and I got together, she had recently acquired a male
Rottweiler which we owned together. I must admit that I was more enthusiastic about
German Shepherd Dogs at the time. However, once I had lived with the Rottweiler,
from that day on it was the Rottweiler for me. 

Why did you decide to become a breeder?
What happened is that the first Rottweiler we had was a very well-bred dog. Although
he was primarily a companion dog, a lot of people told Norma that she should show
him and she did so with some moderate success. About two years later, we bought a
female Rottweiler from Joanne and June Yates of the ‘Pendley’ kennel and again she
was from very good bloodlines. She was a large female with a strong temperament;
but, it is fair to say that she was not a great show dog but she had an excellent
pedigree. We were bitten by the Rottweiler bug and had become very much involved
in the show scene. We decided to have our first litter in 1982 and registered our
‘Hanbar’ kennel name.    

We had some very good mentors in the UK, in particular, Judy and Larry Elsden of
the Chesara kennel. At that time, Judy and Larry were very much the most respected
and successful people in Rottweilers in the UK. They owned a male, CH Chesara
Dark Charles, who was producing some outstanding offspring and he was our choice
for the first litter. Charles actually went on to become the UK's ‘Top Stud Dog All
Breeds’ in 1983 which is an award based on the success of offspring at
Championship Shows. This first breeding established the lines that were to give us
success in later years. 

Why is the working Rottweiler important
to you?
I have to admit that the working side of the
breed came much later into our thinking.
The main reason was that I felt the
Rottweiler in the UK was losing its true
character and working ability. There were good reasons for this due to events in the UK
during the late 1980's and I will expand on this in a moment. I also believe that there was too
much focus on the show dog and I include ourselves as people who were guilty of this. We
were very keen to ensure that we did not lose the correct Rottweiler character in our
breeding.
I would like to clarify my comment about the loss of the true Rottweiler character. The late
80's was a difficult time for the Rottweiler in the UK because the breed had become too
popular. Registrations of Rottweiler puppies with the Kennel Club soared to unprecedented
levels, too many breeders were cashing in on this popularity for the profits that could be
made and many buyers were not suitable to own the breed. The number of biting incidents
involving the Rottweiler increased and there were a number of particularly serious attacks
including one that resulted in the death of a child in Scotland in 1989. The British media,
particularly the tabloid press, focused its attention on the breed and we would see pictures of
a Rottweiler bearing its teeth on the front pages of national newspapers on a daily basis.
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UK & Irish CH Hanbar Elektra at Rottsdale

CH Hanbar Matcho JW BH IPO1 ALS'14 
competing in The Netherlands

Stairvale Faith gaining her UK Champion title in South
Wales – Judge Jo Barnes

Stairvale Faith - Best Puppy at her first show – 
Judge Stuart Thompson

 Rottweiler owners had become the pariahs of British society and dogs were
being abandoned by their owners in large numbers because of the pressure
from family, friends and 
neighbours. There were campaigns for the Rottweiler to become a banned
breed in the UK and those of us who were involved with the breed clubs had to
deal with endless press interviews, enquiries about rehoming dogs, abusive
phone calls, etc. We even had TV cameras appearing at the ringside at several
Championship shows. It was relentless and there were noises coming from
politicians suggesting that the Rottweiler was likely to become one of the listed
"dangerous breeds" and this would have meant the end of the breed in the UK.

 
It was unfortunate that this also coincided with a growing interest in schutzhund
amongst a fairly small number of enthusiasts in Scotland and the North of
England which was totally unrelated to any of the incidents in the UK. The
Rottweiler breed clubs were looking at ways to promote the breed in a positive
light in order to secure its future in the UK and some clubs were worried about
the possibility of the press covertly obtaining pictures of Rottweilers doing
protection work on the training field. The tabloid press would have relished such
an opportunity to portray the breed and its owners as aggressive and
dangerous so, rightly or wrongly, some breed clubs actively discouraged their
members from taking part in schutzhund.

Fortunately, the breed survived the crisis of the late 1980's and we saw a
massive fall in the number of Rottweilers being registered in the UK. On the
positive side, many of those breeders who were exploiting the Rottweiler for
financial gain moved away from the breed as it was no longer easy to sell the
puppies. I think it is fair to say that the focus of many breeders turned to
producing Rottweilers who were extremely social animals and this was
something that was totally understandable. However, perhaps in doing so, we
watered down the true character of the breed regarding its self-assurance,
fearlessness, alertness and desire to work. 

Now let us move forward to the year 2000 which was a major milestone for
breeders in the UK. We were liberated with the introduction of the Pet Travel
Scheme. Until then, we were very isolated as a country with our dogs because
of strict quarantine laws. Although there were a relatively small number of
working Rottweilers in the UK, many did not have the aesthetic qualities that we
were looking for. So, it meant that 19 years ago we could freely travel outside of
the UK with our dogs to many countries.  Also, it was possible to import dogs
into the UK from Europe, in particular, without the need to put dogs into
quarantine kennels for 6 months.  What this did, in the first instance, was to give
us access to a wider choice of stud dogs in Europe, particularly Germany,
where we could find dogs that were both excellent show dogs but also had a
proven ability to work. We started to visit other European countries more
regularly with a view to identifying potential stud dogs for our breeding
programme.  

Who are the most successful dogs of your breeding?
I would say that our first overseas breeding to a German dog in 2002 produced
our best and most influential litter. We had a super female, UK CH Hanbar Nula
who was a Rick von Burgthann granddaughter and we bred her to Janosch von
der Scherau SchH/VPG III, BH, AD, IPO III, owned and bred by the Kilmer
family. He was also a German VDH Champion. Nula was the first Rottweiler
female to be taken outside of UK to be mated to an overseas dog using the Pet
Travel Scheme as no one had done that at that stage. When we decided to use
Janosch, we did it believing that we might have to take one step backwards to
go two steps forward. We thought by doing this, we may not necessarily get
what we wanted in the first generation but it would be the foundation for future
breedings. This litter turned out to be an exceptional litter which we always
hoped for but did not necessarily expect. This was our 'W' litter and it produced
a female that we kept, Hanbar Wendy. A female from this litter, Hanbar Wilma,
went to Sweden and a male, Hanbar Wizard, went to Australia.  Wendy went on
to gain her UK title and produced exceptionally well including our own UK Ch
Hanbar Matcho JW, BH, IPO 1, ALS'14 who became ADRK Auslandssieger in
Ratingen-Lintorf in 2014. Both Wilma and Wizard had successful show careers
and went on to produce exceptional offspring in Sweden and Australia
respectively. 

I believe that Janosch had so much to offer the breed. He was a charismatic
showman of super breed type with great working ability and could put his stamp
on his offspring in a positive way. It was unfortunate that he went South Korea
because he had so much more to give to the breed, particularly in Europe. He
was not a large dog but he had so much quality.
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Whitney - Siegerin & BOB at NBRC 2018 –
Judge Frank Beiboer

Norma overjoyed at hearing Matcho's
Auslandssieger award at the ADRK KSZ 2014

Chris & Matcho on the training field

Chris, Norma & Matcho 
with the trophies ADRK KSZ 2014

Matcho engaging with helper Catharina De Leeuw
during a trial

Matcho retrieving the dumbbell over the hurdle

In 2005, we bred Nula to another German
dog, Orlando vom Hause Neubrand, and
this produced an outstanding female, UK
CH Hanbar Delta. This was the first litter in
which we decided to leave the tails
undocked even though docking was not
prohibited in the UK at that time. The tail
docking legislation was not introduced until
two years later. The main reason for our
decision was that we wanted to compete
with our dogs in mainland Europe and
Germany in particular. A repeat of this
combination in 2006 produced another
excellent female, UK and Irish CH Hanbar
Elektra at Rottsdale. Both Delta and Elektra
enjoyed considerable success in both the
British Isles and mainland Europe and were
the 1st and 2nd  undocked Rottweilers
respectively to gain their Championship
titles in the UK. Elektra was also Best
Female Rottweiler at Crufts Dog Show in
2010. 

We are now a few generations down from
Nula and we are currently campaigning two
granddaughters of Matcho. UK CH Hanbar
Whitney with Amatol BH (a daughter of
Gero King of the East) who was Siegerin
and BOB at both the National Belgian
Rottweiler Club and British Rottweiler
Sports Dog Club in 2018. Whitney was also
V3 in the Champion Class at the ADRK KSZ
in 2019. She is currently preparing for her
IGP1. We also have UK CH Stairvale Faith
(Stairvale Black Allusion x Hanbar Ulrika at
Stairvale) who was bred by the Baillie family
in Scotland and she has a remarkable show
record in the UK with some impressive
results in mainland Europe too at just two
years of age.   
    
How important is the working dog to
your breeding program today?
Having started to introduce new overseas
bloodlines into our breeding, it was an easy
decision that we needed to look at doing
more by way of using and producing dogs
that are capable of working. I do not
necessarily mean working at a high level in
competition but dogs who are physically
and mentally able to perform on the training
field to a reasonable level. For that reason,
we joined a local schutzhund club in 2004
so that we could do more with our dogs. At
the same time, we strive to produce
Rottweilers of the correct breed type that
can hold their own in the show ring.

Do you see a difference between the
show dog and the working dog?
Unfortunately, in many cases there is a
difference.  As a judge, I think some show dogs lack the mental attitude to become a working
dog. There is also a tendency for many show dogs to be much heavier and they do not have
the condition and stamina that is required in a working dog.  When I go to other countries to
judge, particularly in some Western European and Scandinavian countries, I see dogs who
are more suited to both conformation and working.  I think the problem we have is that in
some countries, including the UK, is there is too much focus on the show scene and this
includes the majority of the breed clubs.  Whereas in many Western European and
Scandavian countries, there is a better balance between the show and the working side. 
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Matcho engaging with helper 
Catharina De Leeuw during a trial

Matcho enjoying a training day with Ismael De Vos

Whitney - Siegerin & BOB at BRSDC 2018 - 
Judge Kristiina Niemela

UK CH Hanbar Whitney with Amatol
competing at the ADRK KSZ 2017

Whitney gaiting at the ADRK KSZ 2018

Whitney handled by Jayne Pinky at the
ADRK KSZ 2019

Chris, Jayne Pinky & Whitney - 
V3 in Champion Class at ADRK KSZ 2019

With working dogs, I think many have been
adapted to be lighter, smaller so they are
more agile and more athletic and this
equally detracts from what the true
Rottweiler should be. So we can
sometimes have two extremes, the show
side where dogs lack the mental desire and
physical attributes to work and on the
working side we can have the smaller,
finer, more agile dogs with plenty of
energy.  Really, we should be breeding for
the ideal somewhere in the middle, the
complete Rottweiler. Dogs who fit the
Rottweiler breed standard aesthetically of
medium to large size with the correctly
proportioned compact and powerful form
that permits great strength, agility and
endurance and, at the same time,
displaying the required behaviour of
self-assurance, biddability, alertness and
eagerness to work. It sounds simple in
theory but not necessarily in reality.

The 'Vom Hause Neubrand' kennel in
Germany is an excellent example of a
kennel that excels in its ability and
commitment to combine outstanding
conformation dogs and dogs that have
extremely good working ability. There are
other good examples in Germany,
Scandinavia and elsewhere of excellent
working dogs who may compete at the IFR
IGP World Championships that are also
very good specimens of the breed as far as
the conformation side is concerned. This is
what we all should be striving for.    
    
What do you think breeders need to
focus more on?
I would certainly like breeders to move
away from some of the extremes on both
the working and show sides as I stated in
my answer to the last question. In particular
we need to ensure that the Rottweiler head
remains balanced for reasons of both
health and function. Recent trends in some
parts of the world for exaggerated heads is
extremely worrying. 

I also believe that we should not lose sight
of the fact that a Rottweiler is an endurance
trotter so it should be capable of trotting at
a moderate pace for long periods. This
should mean that a dog which is balanced
in conformation will be able to maintain a
co-ordinated trotting action at a slow and
moderate pace whilst maintaining a firm
topline. Too many dogs lack balance
nowadays and this includes steep front
angulation and over-angulation on the
hindquarters. Such dogs often find it difficult

to trot at a moderate pace in a co-ordinated manner and, in some cases, are moved
at a fast speed in an untypical Rottweiler gait to hide these shortcomings. Balance
without exaggeration should be in the forefront of the breeder's mind.

Who are some dogs who have impressed you and why?
Going back over the years, one of the first dogs to impress me was a female called
Bea von der Teufelsbruecke. She was Youthsiegerin at the ADRK KSZ in 1988 and
this was the very first ADRK KSZ that we attended. She made a great impression on
me then and she went on to have great success in the show ring, gain high
accolades on the working field and, to complete the package, she was an
outstanding producer
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Stairvale Faith - V1 Intermediate class Belgian
Rottweiler Club - Judge Bruno Morstabilini

Stairvale Faith - V3 Jugendklasse 1 in Lustadt 2018
- Judge Paul-Dieter Viehoff

Whitney - Working Group 2 at Scottish Kennel Club 2018 –
Breed Judge Wendy Tate

Stairvale Faith - Best in Show at South Western Rottweiler
Association - Judges Andy & Mandy McMaster

Chris judging in New Zealand 2017

in the breed.  She was not a large female
but had presence, substance, strength and
balance, she was an outstanding female. I
think she is recognised by many as one of
the all-time great females in the breed.   

As an excellent conformation dog, I would
have to nominate another German dog,
Gringo vom Oberpfaelzer Wald .  He was
ADRK Klubsieger on two occasions, in
2010 and 2011. It was on the first of these
two occasions that he really took my breath
away. He just epitomised balance and
correct breed type with no exaggerations
and he was in excellent condition. His
movement was outstanding, it was strong
but effortless just driving forward with no
wasted energy. He was a joy to watch.  

I also have to mention the Neubrand's dog
Ben vom Langen Grund handled by Oliver
Neubrand who won the Klubsieger title at the KSZ in 2007, the ADRK's 100th year.
Not only was he an excellent show dog with an outstanding head, character and
balanced conformation but he displayed a level of fitness that was incredible. The
weather was extremely hot and Ben was competing in the Gebrauchshund Class of
48 dogs. The gaiting seemed endless with several dogs pulling out due to exhaustion
and others were struggling in the ring, to be honest, many of us were concerned
about the excessive gaiting and the impact it was having on the dogs. However, Ben
appeared to be totally unaffected by the heat or the running and finished the class
looking as fresh as when he started. An exceptional performance by an exceptional
Rottweiler and it was a privilege to witness Ben's deserved success that year. Of
course, he also proved himself as a working dog and produced some notable
offspring.   

Level bite - does this affect a dog's rating?
Yes. If the bite is level, I would normally drop the dog a grade.  If breeding a dog with
a level bite, it is ok but you have to be very aware of what you are breeding that dog
to. In other words, only breed to dogs who have a correct bite and a pedigree with
correct bites behind them. Never breed two dogs together that both have level bites.  

What must a dog have for a V rating?
A V rating would be given to a dog who is of outstanding quality, in excellent
condition and who may only have a few minor faults. 

A SG rating would be given to a dog who is typical of the breed but not outstanding
and is in good condition but may have several minor faults. It must be remembered
that the dog is still regarded as "very good" so it will have many virtues.   

A G rating would be given to a dog who has the main characteristics of the breed, it is
clearly a Rottweiler, but it may have a significant number of faults some of which
could be more serious but no disqualifying faults. The important thing is that its
positive points should outweigh its faults for the dog to be considered good. 

Please discuss the Rottweiler in the UK.
For many years we have had some excellent dogs in the UK but, until the year 2000,
they were never seen outside of the country due to the quarantine laws that were in
force until that time. We have also seen more than an 80% drop in the number of
annual Rottweiler registrations in the last 30 years. The first significant fall was as the
result of the bad publicity that the breed received in the late 80's that I referred to
earlier and the second was following the introduction of tail docking legislation in
2007. Annual registrations of the breed have now stabilized at around 1,600. Despite
this massive fall in the Rottweiler population we still have 10 Rottweiler Breed Clubs
in the UK which is too many and most clubs are struggling to attract new members
and find people to serve on their committees.

It is fair to say that the show scene dominates the business of the breed clubs.
Without the shows producing income and membership, most clubs would not survive.
However, the fall in Rottweiler registrations is reflected in the number of dogs
attending the shows in the UK. In the early 1990's we would regularly see 300-400
Rottweilers competing at breed club Championship shows, today the figure would be

nearer 80-100. I know that we are seeing a similar trend in many other countries. The working side of the breed is low on the list of
priorities for the breed clubs for one simple reason, the lack of interest, and this is a sad indictment on the Rottweiler scene in the UK.
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The participation of
Rottweilers at Kennel Club
licensed events for Working
Trials and Obedience is very
small and most of the breed
clubs have ceased to
schedule obedience classes
at their shows due to the
lack of entries. A small
number of enthusiasts
participate in IGP but this is
not an activity that is
supported by the Kennel
Club so is not catered for by
the breed clubs. Those who
wish to take part in IGP will
do so with 'multi breed'
training clubs that specialize
in it. Fortunately, since 2012,
Rottweiler owners who are IGP enthusiasts in the UK have the opportunity to
compete at the National IGP Championship and may also qualify for the IFR
IGP World Championship through membership of the British Rottweiler
Sports Dog Club.

The introduction of "Sieger style" events in the UK for the last 7 years has
also been a welcome addition to the show calendar for many Rottweiler
enthusiasts, these are usually judged by FCI judges from outside of the
country. To receive a critique and a grading for every dog, to see dogs being
stood freely and in an animated fashion and to hear judges openly talking
about the dogs and their placings is totally different from those shows
licensed by the UK Kennel Club and subject to its rules. Under these rules,
judges are not allowed to grade dogs, cannot make public commentary
during judging and will only complete a critique on the first two placed dogs in
each class (which may not be available for some weeks or months after the
show). The openness, accountability and enthusiasm at the Sieger events
should see them go from strength to strength. 
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